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PART I

THE BALANCED DIET
CHAPTER I
WHAT IS A BALANCED DIET?

IN the present state of our knowledge we can say
with the greatest assurance that a complete and balanced diet is one that shall satisfy the following
specifications:
1. It must furnish enough energy to keep the body
going.
2. It must furnish material for growth and for replacement of tissue waste.
3. It must furnish enough water.
4. It must furnish enough inorganic mineral salts.
5. It must furnish vitamins.
6. It should furnish enough bulk.
7. It must help to maintain the neutrality of the body.

The purpose of this book is to amplify these specifications and to attempt to persuade you of their
validity. In order to do so we shall recount the findings and particularly the methods of that wonderful
new science of nutrition, examine the observational
and experimental data upon which it bases its conclusions so that we may realize how important those
conclusions are for the welfare, health and happiness
of mankind.
Our knowledge of diet and the chemistry of food
and nutrition has enlarged so much in the last few
3
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years that it may be said to be among the most exact
branches of biologic science. And this mass of
exact information is so practical, touches so closely
the interests of every one of us, that it is a duty for
every one to acquaint himself with this body of
knowledge.
I emphasize the practical side of nutritional science. There are other branches of biologic science
that have become quite exact. One is heredity and
genetics. But interesting and fascinating as this field
is, we must acknowledge that the facts acquired have
little, or at least difficult application to man. So far as
man is concerned, eugenics is a beautiful dream, but
it is most unlikely that human nature will practise it.
And so far as animal and plant breeding is concerned, the practical botanists and farriers taught the
geneticists far more than they learned.
Nearly all the rich finds of nutritional science, on
the contrary, have been turned to immediate good
account, and have changed the entire aspect of man's
major preoccupation—true, despite the Freudian
viewpoint—eating.
This knowledge which has made it easy and, indeed, almost inevitable for a modern man to obtain a
balanced diet is, as has been indicated, of comparatively recent development. The advice which other
generations received on the subject of food was based
partly on commonplace observation, partly on superstition and prejudice and partly on instinct and
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hunger. Instinct and hunger held first place and
saved the day, and our ancestors managed to maintain good nutrition largely because Nature can turn
anything in the line of food to good account if only
there is enough of it.
Some of the old dietetic advice is very quaint.
The old treatises on diet were nearly all combined
with cookery recipes. Henry Buttes was a physician
and student of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. In
1599 he published Dyet's Dry Dinner. Some of the
advice solemnly set down is that spinach "doth cure
the cough, make the belly soluble, and the weasand
smooth." The radish "causeth leannesse, belchings,
headache and lice." Carrots are "of small nourishment, slowly digested." Pork causes "the Gowte
and Sciatica," but hare "procureth beautie, fresh
colour, and cheerfull countenance." Crab meat is
"good for the consumption, and biting of a mad
dog." 1
Of similar sort is the famous advice of John Locke
to the Earl of Shaftesbury: "But if my young master
must needs have flesh, let it be but once a day, and of
one sort at a meal. Great care should be used that he
eat bread plentifully, both alone, and with everything
else. If it would not be thought too severe, I should
1
Dyet's Dry Dinner is a rare book. I do not own a copy. The
excerpts that I have made are from a description in the very interesting catalogue of James F. Drake, the bookseller, of New York.
Mr. Drake offers his copy for sale at the price of $1,500 so it can
easily be understood why my library does not contain an example of
this item.
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judge it most convenient that my young master should
have nothing but bread for breakfast.
"And if betwixt meals he will eat, let him have, as
often as he calls for it, good dry bread."
And in George Cheyne's Rules for the Preservation
of Health (1725) he has sound but equally empirical
advice: "Milk and sweet sound blood differ in nothing but in color: Milk is Blood."
George Cheyne's idea of an abstemious diet was
to limit one's self to a pound of meat a day and not
more than two bottles of port.
Such samples of the dietetic advice offered to our
ancestors plainly indicate that they are based upon
opinion, not science. They resulted neither from controlled observation nor experiment. When those
methods began to be applied to food and nutrition,
modern eating habits changed rapidly.
Indeed, one needs only to compare our own table
with the tables of our forefathers to realize how radical this change has been. In my boyhood, I remember distinctly that my father regarded tomatoes as
poisonous. The staple of our family dinner table
was meat and potatoes, and bread and butter. Fresh
fruit, especially in the winter, was more or less of a
rarity.
My grandfather's table was even more restricted.
The only sugar he used was hrown sugar or Ohio
maple sugar. The bread, I imagine, was coarse and
probably soggy—the people of my generation must
be able to remember "baking day," when running
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through the house was forbidden because the shaking
threatened the rising of the bread. And frequently,
in spite of these prohibitions, it didn't rise and we
ate it "unriz." The preponderance of meat and farinaceous foods on my grandfather's table over fresh
vegetables and fruits would be most unwelcome to
modern palates. I doubt if he ever ate an orange.
I know he never ate grapefruit, or broccoli or cantaloup or asparagus. Spinach, carrots, lettuce, tomatoes, celery, endive, mushrooms, lima beans, corn,
green beans and peas—were entirely unknown, or
rarities. About cauliflower, beets, lemons, limes,
watermelons, pineapples and okra—I am not so sure.
He may or may not have used these. The staple vegetables were potatoes, cabbage, onions, radishes and
the fruits—apples, pears, peaches, plums and grapes
and some of the berries—in season. Apples were
esteemed because they kept. You put a barrel in the
cellar in the fall. Or, in grandfather's case, two
barrels because it was the day of large families.
Cheese he ate more than I do. He lived inland—
on the borders of Ohio and Pennsylvania, and seafood
was seldom obtainable. The grandfathers of those
who lived on or near the ocean were more fortunate.
My grandfather probably never ate an oyster, or a
lobster, except on the few occasions when he visited
the seashore. He had no icebox. The railway cars
of his day had no refrigeration. All the perishable
food he ate came from his own district. What can-
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ning or preserving was done, my grandmother did
in her own kitchen—and badly.
In Latin and Oriental countries farinaceous foods
predominated, as they still do—spaghetti and rice.
And, of course, our Nordic grandfathers had plenty
of oatmeal.
And if a modern were to be thrust into the diningroom of an Elizabethan household, he would simply
gag—it is unlikely that he could eat a mouthful until
on the verge of starvation.
I am not here intending to emphasize the absence
of delicacies from my grandfather's table, but only
to point out the monotony of his diet. The foodmarketing customs in his day presented him with a
badly unbalanced diet and it was only by eating a
great deal that he obtained all the necessary nutritional elements. Even so, his generation suffered
considerably from such nutritional diseases as scurvy,
anemia and rickets.
A contemporary record of my grandfather's table
is in Dickens's description of a meal on the canal boat
on his western journey:
Everybody sat down to tea, coffee, bread, butter, salmon,
liver, steak, potatoes, pickles, ham, chops, black puddings
and sausages.
"Will you try," said my opposite neighbor, handing me
a dish of potatoes broken up in milk and butter, "will you
try some of the fixing?"

One of the best gauges of the change in average
dietaries can be found in the figures for the consump-
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tion of milk. Milk is such a staple of our modern
diet, is properly considered the most nearly perfect
and complete food, that it is surprising to find how
little was consumed and how careless were the regulations for the purity of the supply a little over a
hundred years ago.
We have the record written by a Judge Colquhoun
in London in the early part of the nineteenth century.
He was gathering a detailed report of the life of the
metropolis and he included an account of the milk
supply. The population of London was already over
one million and the consumption of milk was onetenth of a pint per person per day. To-day a pint is
the regular ratio.
Furthermore, the report says that there was a pump
in every cowshed and the milk was heavily watered.
The sheds were intolerably filthy. The milk had less
than half the food value that it has to-day and it was
loaded with bacteria. Moreover, supposing that the
better class of people consumed nearer to a pint a day
than one-tenth, it can be seen that the average citizen
of London had no milk at all a century ago.
The factors which have brought about the improvements we enjoy have been several. Perhaps the major
credit should be given to those anonymous heroes who
risked a tomato, ate one in spite of advice that it was
poisonous, and advertised its merits. Who shall sufficiently praise the man who first was bold enough to
swallow caviar? Almost as much praise, however,
must be given industrial enterprise which made trans-
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portation of tropical delicacies cheap and easy, refrigeration and preservation of summer foods practicable,
and the processing and canning of various foods
healthy and economical. Following in the van of
these developments, the chemists and physiologists of
the world found out how the foods acted, what was
their composition and how they should be combined
for the best results.
It is this last factor that we intend to study in this
little book. The facts which are gathered together
into the science of nutrition came from various
sources, and in respect to other scientific developments are very modern.
The first contribution came from chemistry. And
chemistry as a science began only a little more than a
century and a half ago, some years before the United
States became a nation. It began with the discovery
and isolation of oxygen, that keystone element—
Joseph Priestley isolated it in 1772. The great
French chemist, Lavoisier, demonstrated how essential
is oxygen to all the processes of life—indeed, to
most chemical changes in Nature, whether organic or
inorganic. His book was published in 1775. The
central fact that this memoir proved was the nature
of heat. Heat and fire have been ever present phenomena of Nature which demanded explanation but
they had greatly puzzled the scientists of old time.
The theory finally accepted towards the end of the
eighteenth century was the "phlogiston" formula of
Stahl. Heat, he thought, was a substance: he called
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it phlogiston. When wood burned it lost weight, because "phlogiston" escaped from it. Lavoisier proved
that fire is simply the union of whatever is burning
with oxygen. He showed further that the heat of the
body and the chemical processes of life are a slow fire
—a combustion—but that the essential nature of the
process is not changed. It consists of a union with
oxygen.
The chemistry of living matter was a difficult thing
to unravel. The pioneer work in this field was by
Liebig (1803-1873), whose name was known to the
generation of my youth principally as the label on
an extract of beef. He was able to gain only the most
shadowy idea of Animal Chemistry,2 as his great work
was called, but he showed at least that the chemical
elements that enter into the structure of the external
inorganic world are also present in living tissue.
Perhaps "living" is the wrong word because the tissue
is dead when the chemist analyzes it, but if we say
"animal" and "vegetable" instead of "living," it will
cover the case. And "animal and vegetable," you
see, means most of our food.
Liebig's work was extended by the great chemists
Wohler (1800-1882), Hoppe-Seyler (1825-1895)
and Emil Fischer (1852-1919). Wohler synthesized
urea artificially. That is, he actually produced in
the laboratory test-tubes a compound formed only in
2
Thus the first English translation was entitled. The literal translation of Liebig's book is Organic Chemistry in its Relation to
Physiology and Pathology (1842).
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Nature by living matter. Hoppe-Seyler did so many
things it makes one reel to think of them: he ascertained the formulas for many of the elements of the
blood—hemin, hematin and hematoporphyrin. He
showed that the hemoglobin of the blood combines
loosely with oxygen. He introduced the term proteid, synonymous with the word we use in this book,
protein. He analyzed milk, bile and urine. Emil
Fischer synthesized the purin compounds, and artificially made or synthesized most of the sugar groups.
He showed that the enzymes, including the ones
which are active in digestion, are specific in action,
affecting only the chemical substances they are meant
to break down, to which they are related as a key to
a lock or a glove to a hand.
To-day we have a very clear, even if not complete,
knowledge of the chemical structure of our bodies as
well as of the bodies of plants. We can, indeed, synthesize many chemical compounds of living tissue.
While this work was going on, science was advancing in another field to make our knowledge of diet
exact—the physiology of digestion. William Beaumont, an American physician, published a little book
in 1833 that is one of the great medical classics. The
story behind the book is well known—how a Canadian
voyager was accidentally shot in the abdomen at the
trading post at Mackinac, how miraculously he lived,
but when the wound healed, the inside of the stomach
could be seen through a hole or fistula in the abdominal wall, how Dr. Beaumont used this unique

JUSTUS VON LIEBIG
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opportunity to extract and analyze gastric juice, and
study the changes that take place in food when it
enters the stomach, and thus founded our knowledge
of the processes of digestion.
This knowledge was widened largely by the fundamental work of the great French physiologist, Claude
Bernard (1813-1878). Bernard demonstrated the
function of the liver, at least its most important function of preparing sugar to be the fuel of the body.
He also showed the nature and action of the most
powerful of the digestive juices—that of the pancreas.
From these manifold studies and many others,
physiologic science found itself in possession of a
knowledge of the chemical composition of foodstuffs,
a knowledge of the chemical composition of the body,
a knowledge of the physical and chemical changes
which take place while food is prepared for absorption into the body tissues—digestion. It only remained to study the central problem—nutrition or
metabolism. For metabolism is the series of acts the
body performs in utilizing food for energy or for
incorporating food into its own substance.
The unraveling of these processes will forever be
associated with the names of Carl von Yoit (18311908) and Max von Pettenkofer (1818-1901). They
conceived of an apparatus, the calorimeter (it is described in the next chapter), which would measure the
energy released in the body by the different fundamental food elements—protein, fat and carbohy-
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drate. King Maximilian of Bavaria gave them funds
to construct such a machine, and in 1861 they began
to observe this wonderful contraption revealing the
innermost secrets of the processes of life. They calculated the amounts of these food elements that were
necessary for life, how much energy each of them
released by weight, how in the body carbohydrate is
turned into fat under certain circumstances and conditions. They made, as you see, an exact science of
dietetics.
Voit's own words, published in 1902, which represent the conclusions to be drawn from his experiments,
are worth the student's pondering to-day:
The causes of the changes which take place during metabolism are found in the cells of the organism. The mass of
these cells and their power to decompose materials determine the metabolism.
It is absolutely proved that protein fed to the cells is the
easiest of all the foodstuffs to be destroyed, next carbohydrates, and lastly fat.
All kinds of influences may act upon the cells to modify
their ability to metabolize, some increasing it or others
decreasing it. To the former category belong muscular
work, cold of the environment (in warm-blooded animals),
abundant food, and warming the cells. To the latter, cooling the cells, certain poisons, etc.
The metabolism of the different foodstuffs varies with
the quality and quantity of the food. Protein alone may
burn, or little protein and much carbohydrate and fat. I
have determined the amount of the metabolism of the
various foodstuffs under the most varied conditions. All
the phases of metabolism originate from processes in the
cells. In a given condition of the cells available protein
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may be used exclusively if enough be furnished them. If
the power of the cells to metabolize is not exhausted by
the protein furnished, then carbohydrates and fats are destroyed up to the limit of the ability of the cells to do so.
From this use of materials arise physical results, such
as work, heat, and electricity, which we can express in heat
units. This is the power derived from metabolism.
I am convinced that the clearest and most unifying development will be possible as one investigates what substances are destroyed under different circumstances, such
as the performance of work, and loss of heat, and how
much of the different materials must be fed to maintain the
body in condition.

One final contribution to the subject was made during the present century. The work of Voit and Pettenkofer left physiologists believing that a complete
and balanced diet consisted in the proper proportions
of the three basic food principles—protein, carbohydrate and fat, provided water and certain mineral
salts were also included. It was a period during
which the typical kind of dietetic experiment centered
around an attempt to create a concentrated food which
would satisfy all bodily needs. If one could only get
an essential orange, taking up a tenth of the room and
weighing a tenth of an actual orange.
From such dreams the dietetic world was rudely
awakened in 1911. Frederick Gowland Hopkins, of
Cambridge, began some experiments in 1906, but he
did not report them in print until 1911, when he published a paper, "Feeding Experiments Illustrating the
Importance of Accessory Factors in Normal Diet-

16
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aries." 3 In an address in 1906 he said: "But, further,
no animal can live upon a mixture of pure protein,
fat and carbohydrate, and even when the necessary
inorganic material is carefully supplied the animal
cannot flourish."3
The old observations of Lind and Capt. James Cook
were recalled, observations that resulted in the order
still standing in the British Navy and merchant marine that every sailor on voyage should have the juice
of a lemon or orange once a day to prevent scurvy.
The "essential" or concentrated orange did not, it was
finally acknowledged, represent all that was in an
orange. Somewhere in foods, perhaps linked to the
protein or carbohydrate or fat, were substances that
were necessary for healthy nutrition. "Accessory
food factors" Gowland Hopkins called them. Casimir
Funk, in 1911, gave them the name that has stuck—
vitamins.
There may be some new developments in dietary
research to be unfolded in the future, but it is difficult to believe that there will be any disclosures which
will upset the knowledge we now have of the function of foods. As was stated at the beginning of
this chapter, dietetics is as nearly an exact science
as you are likely to get in the field of practical biology.
A balanced diet is, of course, that diet which furnishes all the elements necessary to healthy nutrition
in proper amounts and relative proportions.
s Journal of Physiology, Vol. 44 (1911), pp. 425460.
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"But," I hear some skeptical reader saying, "it
seems quite unnecessary to learn all these burdensome
things, to plan a tedious diet which takes all the fun
out of eating. I know nothing about your science of
nutrition and I have eaten ignorantly all my life and
I am perfectly healthy, just as healthy as you are
with all your dietetic planning."
I would be the last to challenge such a very sensible
viewpoint. I admit gladly and freely that if an average person will eat the average supply of foods that is
offered him in market, at the family table or in restaurants, following the ordinary daily routine of
breakfast with its customary fruit, egg, toast, milk
or cereal, and midday and evening meals with some
combination of soup, main course with meat and
vegetables, salad and dessert, choosing his food for
variety as his fancy dictates, that he will most probably eat a perfectly balanced diet. He need not necessarily learn the elements of the science of nutrition
to do so.
In fact, experience teaches us that people who
study the subject without proper guidance all too frequently become impressed with the phenomena disclosed in one part of the field of nutrition and using
that as a cornerstone for a crusade, and ignoring the
rest, insist upon the necessity for some kind of a diet
which is far from being balanced in a scientific sense.
And this conception they attempt to impose on the
rest of the world. They are the great army of food
faddists and food quacks. And they have done great

18
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harm to this science of nutrition and to those easily
persuaded people who have followed their ill-balanced
advice.
No, it is not my purpose to insist that health can
only be attained by a laborious acquisition of the
facts of nutritional science and a slavish devotion to
rigid dietary formulas. Any justification for presenting the subject must follow other arguments.
It seems to me that when the world of science has
placed so valuable a body of facts at one's disposal
there is an intellectual obligation on the part of those
who are the beneficiaries to acquaint themselves with
those facts. That is one argument.
In the hands of some few people must repose this
precious wisdom so that by guiding the channels of
food habit and supply they may make the world safe
for the rest. That is another argument.
But even granting that most people are safe in
choosing their diet in the modern world indiscriminately, there are personal reasons why we would all
be better off if we became sound food chemists. In
the first place, the diets of infants and children cannot be left entirely to chance, and parents, teachers
and nurses must learn something of modern nutritional science to safeguard their charges. Even adults
may fall into strange dietetic practices and food deficiency diseases are not unknown in the midst of our
modern civilization. Lastly, if we gain a real and
wide knowledge of this field, it will set us free from
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all those ridiculous fads which hamper so many of
our friends and neighbors.
The purpose of this book is not to lay down any
dogmatic dietetic formula but to explain to any one
who desires to know, as simply as possible, the principles upon which our present extensive and scientific
knowledge of dietetics rests.

CHAPTER II
FUNDAMENTAL

PRINCIPLES

A QUESTION that frequently arises goes something
like this:
"You talk very glibly about calories and vitamins.
A piece of bread contains so many calories and does
thus and so in the body. But how do you know all
this?"
It is a fair question. And it can be answered. In
fact, it must be understood by any one who wishes to
have a fundamental knowledge of the subject.
At the root of any science there are certain facts
capable of experimental proof. These facts are often
mathematical, always technical and, therefore, to
many somewhat repulsive. But let us try to master
them. It is not easy to do so by reading, laboratory
experiment is the way of mastering any science. If
I could take you to a physiologic laboratory I could
teach you these things much more effectively. So I
will have to attempt to describe a physiologic laboratory.
The processes of nutrition or metabolism are the
final acts prepared for by a number of other closely
interrelated physiologic functions. Digestion prepares the food that we eat. In the mouth the saliva,
20
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through its ferment, ptyalin, splits starch into the
simpler sugars, dextrin and maltose: you can realize
the actuality as well as the rapidity of this change by
noticing how a cracker chewed in the mouth becames
sweet. In the stomach the gastric juice contains pepsin which breaks down protein, forming soluble peptones, rennin which curdles milk, and lipase which
splits up fat into glycerin and fatty acid. The hydrochloric acid of the gastric juice changes cane sugar
into dextrose and levulose. In the small intestine the
pancreas attacks food with three powerful enzymes,
trypsin which splits proteins and peptones into aminoacids, amylase which acts on starchy foods in a way
similar to the salivary enzyme, ptyalin, and lipase
which splits fats. Respiration at the same time introduces oxygen into the blood. Oxygen and the endproducts of digestion are absorbed through the walls
of the lung alveoli and the digestive wall into the blood
and lymph. The circulation of the blood and lymph
carries these essential elements to each ultimate cell of
the body where they are used for energy, for growth
and replacement of worn-out tissue and to furnish
fuel for those higher functions of the body—thought
and other nervous activities, and reproduction.
The ultimate cell is composed of a colloid (gumlike) substance called protoplasm. Chemically it
consists mainly of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen,
phosphorus and water.
In the body of a woman of average size there are nine
gallons of water; enough oxygen to fill eight hundred nine-
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gallon barrels; enough carbon to make nine thousand
graphite pencils; enough phosphorus to make eight thousand boxes of matches; enough hydrogen to inflate a balloon
capable of raising the whole body to the top of Snowden;
enough iron to make five tacks; enough salt to fill six ordinary salt-cellars; and four or five pounds of nitrogen. "A
few gallons of water," writes Oliver Wendell Holmes, "a
few pounds of carbon and lime, some cubic feet of air, an
ounce or two of phosphorus, a few drams of iron, a dash
of common salt, a pinch or two of sulphur, a grain or more
of each of several hardly essential ingredients, and we
have man according to Berzelius and Liebig." 1

Foods must maintain this mass of chemicals by
supplying their ingredients, and besides furnish energy to the active organism. No matter how varied
the activities of different cells (plainly a liver cell
does different things than a brain cell), they all consume energy.
It is upon this energy exchange that we concentrate
in understanding the action of foods. The mechanism
of growth and tissue replacement carries on simultaneously with the energy exchange, and except as
we make mention of it in the chapters on protein and
the minerals, we may disregard it in our calculations.
We can calculate the energy exchange of the body
quite exactly.
The unit of measurement of this energy exchange
is the calorie. In physical science, the calorie is a
measurement of heat.
1

R . C. Macfie, The Body (Benn & Co., London).
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The most familiar effect of heat is the way it raises the
temperature of bodies. Moreover, we may take it as axiomatic that it will always under the same conditions need
the same quantity of heat to raise the temperature of 1
gram of pure water by 1° C. We already know exactly what
we mean by 1 gram of water and by 1° C., and therefore
the heat necessary to do this amount of warming is quite
clear and definite; it is called one "calorie." For certain
reasons it is convenient to be even more precise and say
that one calorie is the amount of heat required to raise one
gram of water from 15° to 16° C.2 2*

In dietetics for the sake of convenience, we use the
large calorie—the amount of heat required to raise
the temperature of 1 kilogram of water 1 degree
centigrade.
No science is exact until it acquires a standard of
measurement. In order to understand the science of
dietetics we must learn to think in terms of the standard, the calorie. It will be expressed here, in the convention used in the literature, by the capital letter C.
The different food elements when burned (by union
with oxygen) in the body yield each its own number
of calories.
2
D. R. Pye, Heat and Energy (The Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1923).
2
* "It is important to realize that the body is not a heat engine. In
a heat engine, heat is the source of the work; in the body the heat
is rather the result of the internal and external work which the body
does. With this clearly in mind there need be no real misconception
in using heat units to express the energy values of foods and the
energy requirements of the body." From H. C. Sherman, The Chemistry of Food and Nutrition, 4th Ed., pp. 134-135. By permission of
The Macmillan Company, publishers.
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Proteins
Carbohydrates
Fats

yield 5.65 C per gram
yield 4.1 C per gram
yield 9.45 C per gram

Those are the amounts they yield when burned in
the bomb calorimeter. When metabolized in the body,
there is some loss (from various factors—some in
digestion, some, in the case of the protein, in incomplete combustion) so that for practical purposes we
calculate:
Protein
Carbohydrate
Fat

yields 4.0 C per gram
yields 4.0 C per gram
yields 9.0 C per gram

The requirements of the body for calories vary
under varying circumstances. Naturally, activity is
the main one—a man running uses up more energy
than the same man sitting still, just as an automobile
uses more gasoline when going 60 miles per hour than
at 10 miles per hour. Age makes a difference—the
young vigorous organism uses more energy than the
old one.
Weight naturally makes a difference—every gram
or pound one weighs has its own energy requirement.
Age, weight and activity, then, are the determining
factors in the amount of energy, which means number
of calories needed. Just how many calories, as determined by these numerous experiments, this consists of is shown in the accompanying tables:
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Caloric Requirements
per Day

Calories
per Kilo*

Calories
per Pound

Man of
Average
Weight
70 Kilo
or 150
Pounds

In bed sleeping or resting
Sitting, at rest
Moderate work or exercise....
Heavy work (lumberman,
football player)

24
34
43

11
15
20

1,680
2,400
3,000

85

38

6,000

* Kilogram — 2.2 pounds.

CALORIC REQUIREMENTS AT R E S T AT
DIFFERENT AGES

Age
1
5
10
20
30
40
80

Per Kilo

Per Pound

100
82
70
46
40
36
27

44
37
31
21
18
16
11

Practical Food Calculations.—In planning diets
for exact food experiments, it is easy to determine the
caloric value of any food if its chemical composition
is known. Thus milk of ordinary composition contains approximately 4 per cent of each of the elements
—protein, carbohydrate and fat; 100 grams of milk
therefore will contain 4 grams of each.
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4 grams of protein will yield 4-C per gram
16 calories
4 grams of carbohydrate will yield 4 C per gram 16 calories
4 grams of fat will yield 9 C per gram
36 calories
Total for 100 grams milk

68 calories

In the United States and England these calculations,
under ordinary conditions of living, are made somewhat confusing by the circumstance that the metric
system of measurement is not used in domestic calculations. Not grams but ounces, pounds and pints are
our units. For convenience it is best to convert them
to grams and kilograms.
There is further confusion since we employ both
apothecaries' and avoirdupois weight systems. But
remember that for calculation of body weight one
kilogram is equivalent to two and one-fifth pounds
(avoirdupois), and 100 grams are equivalent to 3.5
ounces (avoirdupois), and in fluid measure 29.5 cc.
equal one ounce, 473 cc. equal one pint. (It does no
harm in practical dietetics to convert roughly, i.e.,
70 kilos equal 150 pounds.)
EXPERIMENTAL PROOF OF CALORIC VALUES

So here is our fundamental exact science of nutrition and diet. Nutrition is energy exchange. The energy is furnished by the oxidation of the food. The
unit of measurement of the energy value of food is the
calorie. The three basic food substances are protein,
which yields 4 calories per gram; carbohydrate,
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which yields 4 calories per gram; and fat, which
yields 9 calories per gram.
The energy requirement of the human body of average weight, adult age (150 pounds or about 70
kilograms) at moderate (sedentary) activity is 2,000
calories.
But it is only natural to ask—can this be demonstrated? How were these figures arrived at?
The scientist should always be glad to hear such
questions and in this case he is very glad to be able
to answer them with great confidence. The complete
explanation, however, involves considerable technical
discussion; those who care to enter into it are referred
to Professor Henry C. Sherman's book, Chemistry of
Food and Nutrition,3 or to the late Dr. Graham Lusk's
book, Nutrition.4 Here we shall attempt a simplified
explanation.
We want to find how much heat is given off
when a definite amount of a definite food substance is
completely burned. The way to do it is very simple.
The food particle is burned and the heat measured
with a thermometer.
If we put the food in a tin can and burn it, the
temperature of the can will rise. But plainly to regard this rise as the total heat produced in the combustion is full of errors. The tin becomes heated,
but part of this heat is immediately dissipated in the
atmosphere. To compare the difference in the tem3
4

Sherman, op. cit., pp. 134-164.
W . B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia.
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perature of the can before and after the burning does
not give us the total amount of heat generated, because
it misses the heat dissipated. To obtain the total heat
we must enclose the can in something like a thermos
bottle.
This consideration led physicists to devise the apparatus known as the calorimeter (calor=heat;
meter=measurement).
The calorimeter usually used for food experiments
is the so-called bomb calorimeter of Berthelot as
modified by Atwater and Blakeslee. It is described
by Sherman as follows: 5
In outline it consists of a heavy steel bomb with a platinum or gold-plated copper lining and a cover held tightly
in place by means of a strong screw collar. A weighed
amount of sample is placed in a capsule within the bomb,
which is then charged with oxygen to a pressure of at least
20 atmospheres (300 pounds or more to the square inch),
closed, and immersed in a weighed amount of water. The
water is constantly stirred and its temperature taken at
intervals of one minute by means of a differential thermometer capable of being read to one thousandth of a degree.
After the rate at which the temperature of the water rises or
falls has been determined, the sample is ignited by means
of an electric fuse, and, on account of the large amount of
oxygen present, undergoes rapid and complete combustion.
The heat liberated is communicated to the water in which
the bomb is immersed, and the resulting rise in temperature
is accurately determined. The thermometer readings are also
continued through an "after period," in order that the
"radiation correction" may be calculated and the observed
5
From H. C. Sherman, The Chemistry of Food and Nutrition,
4th Ed. By permission of The Macmillan Company, publishers.
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rise of temperature corrected accordingly. This corrected
rise, multiplied by the total heat capacity of the apparatus
and the water in which it is immersed, shows the total heat

F I G . 1 . — D I A G R A M OF A B O M B CALORIMETER

(Simplified)
It is practically a thermos bottle, so arranged that a substance at "A" can be fired by electrical discharge, the heat
generated being measured by the thermometer "B."

liberated in the bomb. From this must be deducted the heat
arising from accessory combustions (the oxidation of the
iron wire used as a fuse, etc.) to obtain the number of
calories arising from the combustion of the sample.
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So much for the determination of the caloric values
of different foods.
How do we determine the food requirements of
man, measure the number of calories he uses under
different conditions of activity and the number of
calories different foods furnish him?
One way is to put the man in a calorimeter just as
we did the food. We do not have to "fire" him, because he is burning slowly already. All we have to
do is measure the amount of heat he gives off and
measure the amount of food he takes in.
The calorimeter mostly used is the respiration calorimeter of Atwater-Rosa-Benedict. This is an airtight copper chamber surrounded by zinc and wooden
walls with air spaces in between, with an opening to
admit food and drink and another for light. A ventilation system admits oxygen in measured amounts
and carries off the stale air which is analyzed for
water and carbon dioxide. The heat given off by the
subject can leave only by means especially provided
for it: partly the latent heat in the water vapor in the
outgoing air; partly in a current of cold water circulating in a copper pipe coiled near the ceiling of
the chamber. Every precaution is taken to check any
leaks and the apparatus is a marvel of accuracy.
The calorimeter can be arranged to contain a bed,
a chair or a stationary bicycle, so that energy exchange under varying conditions of rest and activity
can be determined.
There are, however, other methods by which the
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caloric needs and the energy value of foods can be
calculated.
One is by dietary studies on the amount of food
consumed. If you think about it a moment you will

FIG. 2 . — R E S P I R A T I O N CALORIMETER (Simplified D i a g r a m )

For measuring the total heat given off by a human body.

see that if a man eats a measured diet for a definite
period of time and there is no change in his weight,
the number of calories in his diet is just what he requires—he is in "energy balance." Such experiments are frequently recorded. Neumann put him-
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self on a diet which just satisfied his appetite and
avoided fatigue, recorded all his food and drink during a period of ten months. His weight remained
constant at 147 pounds (66 to 67 kilograms). His
work was sedentary.
His daily food intake averaged:
Protein
66.1 grams = 264.4 calories
Fat
83.5 grams = 751.5 calories
Carbohydrate 306.5 grams = 1 , 2 2 6 . 0 calories
2,242

calories

This calculation is, as you see, extremely close to
the figures obtained by the calorimeter.
Still another method is by measuring all the food
eaten, and all the end-products of excretion—the
feces, the urine, the gases expired by the lungs and
even the excretions of the skin. The difference between "income" and "output" represents the amount
of food utilized and its caloric value can be calculated.
Lastly, the rate of nutrition can be determined by
measuring the amount of oxygen consumed by the
body. The foods yield their energy by being oxidized
and they unite with oxygen in a definite ratio. Therefore the amount of oxygen used by the body shows the
amount of energy released.
This is the method used for determining the basal
metabolism or rate of energy exchange of the body
in the clinical practice of medicine. The patient in
a state of nutritional equilibrium, at rest and without
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food, breathes in and out of a closed chamber which
is filled with oxygen. The deleterious products of
the expired air are absorbed by a tank of soda lime
inside the chamber. There is no discomfort connected
with the test. The amount of oxygen consumed in a
given time can be measured and this, compared with
the patient's weight, gives an estimate of the rate at
which metabolism is going forward.
The figures as to total caloric requirement obtained
from these four divergent methods are the same, confirming our proof that an adult of average weight at
slight activity will use about two thousand calories a
day.
The activity of most adults is great enough that the
figure 3,000 more nearly represents their caloric requirement. Of this, on the average, the carbohydrates
make up 1,600 (400 grams), the fats 900 (100
grams) and the proteins 400 (100 grams).
You may wish to visualize what calories are in a
more practical way than can be gained from mere
figures. To that end, let me quote from Dr. "Elliott
Joslin's excellent Diabetic Manual:
As an illustration of the amount of work which can be
performed by 1 Calorie of energy, I learn from my friend,
Professor Benedict, that the expenditure of 1 Calorie of
heat is required to rise from a sitting position in front of a
door, turn the key in the door, and sit down. A single 16candle-power carbon lamp gives off in heat the equivalent
of about 45 Calories per hour, which represents a little less
than the heat, basal metabolism of an adult weighing 50
kilograms.
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It is desirable for us all to visualize calories and to that
end various concrete examples of what calories derived
from food will enable an individual to do are given. To
walk one hour on a level road at the rate of 2.7 miles an
hour requires 160 Calories above that of keeping quiet
(Lusk). I suspect one will not err greatly if for each mile
of walking one allows 1 Calorie per 1 kilogram body
weight
A man of 60 kilograms walking up 10 flights of stairs,
each flight 3 meters (10 feet) high, in three minutes would
expend the heat equivalent of 26 Calories or about 3
Calories per flight. This would be equivalent to nearly nine
times his basal metabolism for the same period.
The metabolism of a group of men standing was 12 per
cent more than when in the horizontal position, according
to H. M. Smith. He also found that walking at 2 miles an
hour nearly doubled the standing requirement and at 4
miles an hour increased it three fold. Farmers in various
parts of the United States have been shown to consume on
an average 3500 Calories.
Sewing and knitting require about 9 Calories per hour
more than for the same subject sitting quietly in a chair,
while washing, sweeping and scrubbing floors require 50
Calories additional (Langworthy and Barott).
One is apt to conclude that an individual doing heavy
work requires additional calories for the entire twenty-four
hours. This is by no means true. With the cessation of work
the metabolism falls abruptly. Furthermore, the actual
period of heavy work is short and represented by minutes
rather than hours. If of a pessimistic nature one has only
to watch street laborers to be convinced, though a far more
enjoyable and as scientific a proof is furnished by the
minutes spent in actual play by the teams of football. In an
entire game the minutes in which the ball was in play numbered eleven, according to the stop-watch observations of
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the late Prof. Harold C. Ernst, and Mr. Robert Fisher tells
me that in the Boston College-Holy Cross game of 1922
the ball was in play eleven minutes and twenty-three seconds. Carpenter found 30 Calories per hour additional were
required by a typist working at the rate of 50 words a
minute compared with sitting still and reading. As age
advances the metabolic requirements are lessened, thus if
1677 Calories are required for basal metabolic needs at
thirty years, 1542 are required at fifty and 1407 at seventy
years of age.*

Such are our standards of measurement in dietetics
and such is the way we prove their validity. I hope
I have demonstrated satisfactorily the thesis I announced at the beginning—that nutrition has been
made to-day as near an exact science as any branch
of biology.
* Quoted by permission of Dr. Joslin and Lea & Febiger, Philadelphia.

CHAPTER

III

T H E ELEMENTS OF A BALANCED D I E T :
CARBOHYDRATE, FAT AND PROTEIN
DIFFICULT as it may be to compare the body as a
whole to a machine, the nutritional or metabolic part
of it is very like a machine. It is a machine for converting food into energy. To do this it uses oxygen
breathed in from the air.
Huxley scornfully refuted those who say that when
you hold or lift a weight from the ground you are
"defying the law of gravitation." Nature's laws are
not defied. What happens is that the muscles of the
forearm are converting the latent energy of the food
circulating through them to active energy sufficient to
overcome the pull of the earth on the weight.
The food substances which enter into this energy
exchange are classified by their chemical composition
into three groups—the carbohydrates, the fats and the
proteins. We will study them in that order.

1.

CARBOHYDRATES

The carbohydrates are the starches and the sugars.
They form the largest bulk of our food because they
are the most economical source of energy. In the
average diet, as selected according to the taste of the
36
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majority of individuals, carbohydrates comprise twice
as much by bulk as all other foods together and four
times as much as either the fats or the proteins. In
this average diet there are about 400 grams of carbohydrate a day as compared to 100 grams of fat and
100 grams of protein. These 400 grams furnish
1,600 calories or more than two-thirds of the energy
that is needed.
The foods in which they are found are mostly vegetables and fruit. Ordinary table sugar, cane sugar,
is the purest form of carbohydrate that we ordinarily
use. Carbohydrate is present in milk in the form of
lactose and in bread, cereals, and in a few animal
foods, especially liver, in the form of glycogen.
Chemically, they are made of carbon, hydrogen and
oxygen only. They are classified as (1) monosaccharides, simple sugars—dextrose, glucose and fructose; (2) disaccharides, double sugars—such as
maltose and lactose; and (3) polysaccharides, complex sugars and starches. Before being absorbed into
the body the complicated saccharides are changed into
monosaccharides and usually are absorbed from the
intestines in the form of glucose.1
Glucose is the fuel of the body. It is burned
rapidly when necessary and practically it is what
makes the engine run. It is, however, not used in the
body exactly as glucose. After absorption from the
intestines practically all the glucose goes to the liver.
1
There are some debatable exceptions to this, but technical discussion of the matter need not detain us here.
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FIG. 3 . — H o w T H E BODY TURNS CARBOHYDRATE FOOD INTO
ENERGY

Carbohydrate, during the process of digestion, is turned into glucose
in the intestines. The glucose is absorbed and carried to the liver,
where it is converted into glycogen (animal starch). In this form it
is stored. When the muscles need glucose, glycogen is sent out from
the liver and reconverted into glucose, where it joins with oxygen
from the blood and insulin from the pancreas. The combination of
these chemicals results in oxidation and energy formation. Glucose
is also stored in the muscles in the form of glycogen but converted
before use.

The liver converts glucose into a substance known as
glycogen or animal starch. When any of the body
tissues, such as the muscles, need energy, the liver
sends out the glycogen which it has stored and in the
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muscles the glycogen is reconverted into glucose and
burned, forming water, carbon dioxide and lactic acid
in the process. Glycogen is also stored in the muscles.
The mechanism of this process of energy formation
should be thoroughly understood. It can be compared
to a gasoline engine. The liver takes the glucose, just
as the carburetor takes the gasoline, and just as in
the carburetor the gasoline is transformed into vapor,
so the liver transforms the glucose into the glycogen.
In the automobile gas engine, the gas vapor is mixed
with oxygen, just as glucose is mixed with oxygen in
the muscles. The spark which sets this mixture off
in the gas engine is paralleled by the internal secretion of the Islet of Langerhans cells in the pancreas,
which we know as "insulin." The process can be
better understood by referring to the accompanying
diagram.
Carbohydrates are also represented by other substances in the diet such as cellulose. It is in the fiber
of vegetables and fruits. It is not used in nutrition
but it is valuable to the body because it furnishes the
bulk which aids in the elimination of waste material
from the bowels.
2.

FATS

Fats are found in nearly all food substances.
Familiar examples of isolated fats are milk fat, and
butter and the fatty parts of meats. Chemically they
contain the same elements—carbon, hydrogen and
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oxygen—as the carbohydrates, but the molecular arrangement is entirely different. Having the same elements, fat can be built from carbohydrate in the food.
The body fat is chiefly derived from this source
although body fat can be formed from fats in the
food.
By bulk, fat in an average diet selected according
to appetite and taste, forms about one-sixth of the
entire amount, but since it has a caloric yield of 9, it
is capable of furnishing over twice as much energy
as an equal amount of carbohydrate.
During digestion fat is split up into the fatty acids
and glycerol. It is usually absorbed into the lymph
vessels, avoiding the liver and entering the large
lymph vessel which empties directly into the blood
stream. Thus, after a meal rich in fat, the blood may
be filled with tiny particles of fat which are discernible to the naked eye.
In nutrition fat may be burned to form energy although it is not as economic a form of energy as carbohydrate.
Fat is also deposited in the body as tissue. It forms
a reserve of potential energy which is drawn on by
the body in conditions of starvation. It is, however,
quite an inert structure and not readily converted.
From the culinary standpoint, the fats are extremely
palatable and much of the pleasant taste of our foods
comes from the sauces and gravies which are basically
fats.
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PROTEINS

Protein is the material of which our bodies are
made. Obviously we must take in a certain amount
of it.
The purest form of protein in ordinary food is the
white of an egg. Naturally all animal flesh is made
up largely of protein (but with a good deal of fat also
so meat is not as good an example of pure protein as
egg white). Vegetables contain protein, some very
little, some—such as wheat, beans, peas and corn—a
good deal. Fruits have negligible amounts.
Chemically, proteins differ from the carbohydrates
and fats in that they have a molecule of nitrogen as
well as carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Most of them
also have sulphur and phosphorus. Protein, therefore, cannot be formed from carbohydrate or fat.
Chemically the protein molecule is very complex
and appears to consist of a series of anhydrides of
structures known as amino-acids. To show how complicated they are the structure of one amino-acid,
tryptophan, is as below:
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There are a great many different amino-acids and
they are combined together in different ways so as to
form a great many different kinds of protein. The
total number of different proteins occurring in Nature must be very great. The animal proteins have
some amino-acids which are not present in vegetable
proteins. The discussion is important because certain amino-acids are absolutely necessary for health
and growth. The amino-acids which have been shown
to be nutritionally essential are cystine, histidine,
lysine and tryptophan. Recently Rose has shown that
two others are essential.
Experiments to show the essential nature of these
amino-acids in nutrition have been carried out as
follows:
Young rats were given a single protein. Other rats
from the same litter were given another single protein.
Diets otherwise were similar and adequate. When
the protein given was casein (milk protein), the rats
grew in weight and size; when the protein was gliadin
(wheat protein), the rats maintained their weight but
did not grow; when the protein was zein (corn protein) they did not even maintain their weight. If,
now, to zein, which contains no tryptophan or lysine,
these amino-acids were added, the weight was maintained and weight and growth increased.
In selecting proteins for the diet it is essential,
then, to include those that have these nutritionally
essential amino-acids. In any average diet these are
present, so no special thought need be given the
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matter, except when the diet is too largely vegetable.
The proteins are absolutely necessary for health.
We could get along on an exclusively protein diet
(this does not apply to infants and children) if necessary, but we could not live on an exclusively fat diet
or a diet consisting of carbohydrates and fat alone.
In nature, fortunately for us, it is very difficult to
obtain food which does not have some protein in it.
Protein food is used in the body both for energy
and for tissue replacement. About half the protein
in our food is broken down to form carbohydrate and
used as such. The rest is used to maintain the nitrogenous balance of the body. Inasmuch as our tissues
are largely made up of proteins (except for the fat
and glycogen in the liver) and these tissues are constantly breaking down, it is evident that protein is an
essential part of the diet.
We estimate protein metabolism in terms of the
nitrogenous balance or equilibrium of the body.
Since proteins are the only foods which furnish us
nitrogen it is obvious that the amount of nitrogen
excreted in the body (it is largely thrown off by the
kidneys in the urine) represents the amount of protein intake plus the breakdown of the body tissues.
Under fasting conditions the nitrogen excretion represents only the latter and gives us a clue as to the
amount of protein needed daily in the diet.
How much protein is necessary per day? This is a
question which has agitated the dietetic world for a
long time. The famous experiments of Professor
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Chittenden at Yale are perhaps the best known. He
chose a group of laboratory workers, going about
their ordinary work, then a squad of soldiers, at light
gymnastic work and light duty, and lastly a group of
university athletes, at hard physical exercise. Over a
long period of time he fed these different groups. The
plan was to lower the protein content of the diet very
gradually, watching the weight and nitrogenous balance, until the lowest point of nitrogenous balance was
reached. The nitrogenous balance is the relation between the intake of nitrogenous food (proteins) and the
output of nitrogen in the urine, feces, and perspiration.
As a result of his experiments Chittenden concluded that for a man of 150 pounds, 44 to 53 grams
of protein or a little less than 2 ounces a day is sufficient. This is true provided a sufficient amount of
non-nitrogenous food is taken to meet the energy requirements of the body. Chittenden emphasized the
fact that during the experiments the subjects felt no
discomfort, in fact, expressed themselves as feeling
better than on a high protein diet: one subject won an
all-round gymnastic championship while on the diet.
These figures are much lower than the amount of
protein the average individual instinctively eats according to taste. They are lower than figures arrived
at by other investigators. Voit, for instance, believed
that 118 grams of protein was the minimum requirement, Rubner gave 127 grams and Atwater 125 grams.
It is certain, however, that Chittenden's figures are
possibilities.
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A number of factors enter into the need for protein. A rapidly growing body of an infant or child
necessarily needs more than an adult. It is questionable whether muscular exercise influences the
need very much. The body will adjust to high or
low levels of protein depending upon how much is in
the diet. The most important factor is the amount of
other food elements—carbohydrates and fats—in the
diet. Under conditions of fasting, protein still continues to be eliminated.
Tallquist performed some interesting experiments
on the question of the influence of carbohydrates and
fats on the protein metabolism. Using himself as the
subject, he planned an experiment in which for eight
days he received exactly the same amount of protein
food, and the total amount of his food computed the
same number of calories. During the first four days
he had a large amount of carbohydrate in the diet
and a small amount of fat. During the second fourday period he switched this around and had a large
amount of fat and a small amount of carbohydrate.
The result of the experiment showed that during the
period of high carbohydrate diet there was always a
storage of protein, but as soon as the amount of
carbohydrates fell and the fats increased, the nitrogen fell so that more nitrogen was excreted than was
ingested. We may conclude that carbohydrates are
the sparers and protectors of the body protein.
Dietary experiments based on fasting do not always
furnish reliable data concerning protein need. Lusk
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says, "The protein reserves of the body are relatively
enormous" and he has estimated that with carbohydrate to supply the needed calories, a man starting
from an ordinary condition of nutrition could probably live for more than a year without any protein
whatever in his food.
If, however, the minimum requirement is somewhere in the neighborhood of 50 grams, does it necessarily follow that the excessive protein intake which
most of us practice, is harmful?
Opinions on this subject differ. There are some
physicians who believe any high protein diet, especially a high meat diet, causes degeneration of the kidneys and production of high blood pressure. Others
deny this and bring forth experimental evidence to
prove their claims. Thus the well-known Arctic explorer, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, pointed out that during
his residence in the Arctic, he lived for a total of
nine years on an exclusively meat diet and yet developed no evidences of kidney derangement or high
blood pressure. When these observations were criticized on the basis that he lived in a climate adapted
to a meat diet, he repeated the experiment in a temperate climate, subsisting for over a year on an exclusive meat diet, with no ill effects.
The question is, therefore, still open to debate.
Is there any fixed ratio that should be maintained
between the amounts of these three fundamental foodstuffs? The question cannot be answered dogmatically. We know as a matter of personal experience
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that we vary the relative amounts of vegetables, meats
and fat in our diets without apparently doing any
harm. The average that most of us reach without
taking much thought to it, is that mentioned before—
about 400 grams of carbohydrate, 100 grams of fat
and 100 grams of protein.
Protein is the only one of these elements that must
have a fixed intake. Put as low as 50 grams per day
for an adult of 150 pounds, few of us take in so little, and 100 to 150 grams is much nearer the usual
intake.
Protein food alone will furnish energy and it is
certain that the energy requirements of the body can
be met no matter in what proportions the carbohydrates, fats and proteins are furnished.
The energy requirement, yes, but will the neutrality of the body be maintained in this way? The
neutrality of the body is very delicately maintaned
and any deviation towards the side of acidity or alkalinity will result in serious disturbances.
This (technically so-called) acid-base balance is
maintained by several factors. Acid is formed in the
body from foods as a by-product of the processes of
digestion and metabolism. Acids are also thrown off
during the chemical processes which accompany certain functions of the body—for instance, the contraction of muscles. If these acids were to remain in
the body unneutralized, the condition of acidosis
would be fatal. They are neutralized, however, in
two ways. First, food breaks down not only to acid
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but also to alkaline end-products: fruits and vegetables, and the mineral salts in our diet particularly
furnish these latter. Second, the gaseous exchange
in the lungs also plays a part in maintaining acidalkaline equilibrium.
The blood, in health, always contains a large
amount of buffer substance which neutralizes acids as
soon as they are formed. The buffers of the blood
are salts (electrolytes), which can carry the acid
radical in the form of alkali to the kidneys and lungs
for excretion.
The buffer substances are derived partly from the
inorganic minerals in the food and partly from vegetables and fruits.
Fruits are often proclaimed to be acid and acidforming. They do, indeed, contain a large amount of
organic acid salts. Lemons contain citric acid,
grapes, potassium tartrate. But as soon as absorbed
these are burned in the body with the formation of
carbonic acid and potassium bicarbonate. The carbonic acid is eliminated mostly by the lungs, leaving
the alkaline potassium bicarbonate. So these acid
fruits are actually alkali or base-forming foods.
The clinical condition of acidosis most frequently
seen in actual life is that acidosis which is due to the
accumulation of certain compounds which are formed
when fat is burned while too little carbohydrate is
being simultaneously metabolized. It is found in diabetes of so severe a grade that the organism is unable
to burn carbohydrate in large enough amounts. "The
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fats burn in the fire of the carbohydrates" and when
this fire is removed the fats do not burn completely
and the ketone bodies, derivatives of the fatty bodies,
appear in the blood. The condition also occurs in
fasting and there is even a ketogenic diet high in fats
which is used for the treatment of certain conditions
—notably epilepsy.
Thus we see that there are several influences at work
in maintaining the acid-base balance of the body, and
except under very unusual conditions this delicate
chemical mechanism takes care of itself without planning from us.
But there is another idea which has been advanced
concerning the maintenance of a balance between
the foods which form an acid ash when burned in the
body and those which form a basic ash. It is claimed
that with a "protective diet'" in which these basic elements predominate, many degenerative diseases of
the arteries and kidneys in middle age will be avoided.
Certainly we must agree that as age goes on wellbeing is more likely to be attained with a preponderance of vegetables and fruits in the diet. And it
will be seen in the table on page 139 that vegetables
and fruits burn to the basic salts in the body.
It should be remembered that there are quite accurate chemical tests to determine the reaction—neutrality, acidity, alkalinity—of the blood. Most people
who talk about this or that creating an acidity or an
acidosis do not check up their assertions with such
chemical tests.

CHAPTER IV
WATER

THE amount of water in the tissues of the body
remains very constant, and any change in this total
amount, even within very narrow limits, is fraught
with extremely serious consequences, resulting in
death if the condition is maintained for even a short
length of time.
If the body loses water very rapidly without replenishment, the state of body agony is well known.
Such are the stories of travelers in a desert country
after the water supply has given out. Exhaustion and
death under those circumstances are due very largely
to the lowered water content of the tissues. "Man
cannot live for more than 72 hours, if so long, without water, although it is reported that an Italian political prisoner lived for 18 days without either food or
water." 1
To increase the actual amount of water in the tissues is almost impossible. Animal experiments, in
which a steady supply of water is supplied to the
animal, have been conducted. The water is constantly
thrown off by the bowel, through the kidneys and
1
B . Y. Glassberg, "A Clinical Appraisal of Water Metabolism,"
Journal of the Missouri Medical Association, Vol. 31, No. 8 (August, 1934).
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through the skin. When death results there has probably been deposited a very slight extra amount of
water in the tissues but this infinitesimal amount has
been sufficient to overthrow the balance of the scales
of life.
Notice that I am always emphasizing water in the
tissues. Of course, the total amount of water that
gets into the body has nothing to do with the actual
tissue water. It is either immediately cast off in the
kidneys, remaining in the bladder, or cast off by the
skin or respiration. Tissue water has nothing to do
with this residual water in the blood or in the depots
of excretion.
Our need for water depends upon a number of
circumstances—activity, external temperature, the
amount of perspiration, and sometimes the depletion
of tissue water by salty foods.
In practical dietetics little attention need be paid
to the water metabolism because it is so delicately
regulated by the sensation of thirst. Thirst is the
most delicate indicator that Nature has given us of
the water content of our tissues. It is far more reliable than hunger as an indicator for food.
We get water from all foods (cucumbers contain 95
per cent water, meat about 50 per cent), from the
oxidation of foodstuffs (about 12 grams per 100
calories of ingested diet), and from all beverages including water itself. The hibernating animal that
takes no fluid during its sleep period of several
months, constantly gives off water derived from the
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oxidation of fat (107 grams of water per 100 grams
of fat).
The amount of water the body of an average adult
takes in per day in a temperate climate is between
one and one-half and three quarts daily. In the
tropics this may go up to thirteen quarts.
The influence of water on digestion is by no means
settled. Some people drink a great deal of water
with their meals; others very little. The Europeans
practically never use water at the table, getting
what they need from their foods and the wine or beer
which they use as a beverage. Gertrude Stein on her
return to Europe in 1935 was quoted as being responsible for the observation that Americans do not use
wine because they have moist cooking and the European use of wine is due to the dry cooking employed
in Continental countries. I do not believe that this is
a very sound observation because Americans drink
water as a regular part of their meals and, therefore,
do not need the moistening effect of wine.
Water leaves the stomach almost immediately on
being drunk. It goes in the cardia and out the pylorus almost as if sluicing down a trough. This is
true whether the stomach is empty or in the midst of
a meal. In the latter case, the other foods do not
leave the stomach: the water has no influence on their
removal.
According to the extensive researches of Rehfuss
and Hawke on digestion, water drinking does not influence the rate or thoroughness of digestion at all.
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Water helps the absorption of food. It also keeps
the bowels toned so that evacuation is aided. Mildly
constipated people find that they are regulated simply
by drinking one or two glasses of water on arising.
"Drinking a large amount of water in health results in washing out of the body into the urine 3
grams of nitrogen" (Glassberg).
Fat people on a reduction diet may fail to respond
to dietetic management because the fat of the body
as it is used up is replaced by water. Rowntree reported two patients who had retained 30 pounds of
water.

CHAPTER V
INORGANIC MINERALS
ASIDE from oxygen, carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen, the body is composed of the following inorganic
mineral elements, united in various proportions:
Element

Approximate Per Cent in Body

Calcium
Phosphorus
Potassium
Sulphur
Sodium
Chlorine
Magnesium
Iron
Iodine
Copper
Manganese
Zinc
Fluorine
Silicon

about
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

1.5
1.0
0.35
0.25
0.15
0.15
0.05
0.004
0.00004
fvery
\ minute
[amounts

The bones are composed of calcium and phosphorus. The brain has considerable phosphorus content. The blood contains iron and copper. The
thyroid gland contains iodine. The blood and all the
tissues contain sodium chloride (common salt).
These chemical elements are constantly being
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broken down and excreted and have to be replaced.
Therefore our food must contain appreciable amounts
of them. Besides that, soluble salts of these constituents are held in solution in the blood and other
fluids of the body. They furnish electrolytes which
influence the irritability of the muscles and the acidity
or alkalinity of the digestive juices and their secretions. They also maintain the neutrality of the body
tissues—the acid-base balance.
Under ordinary circumstances our diet contains
sufficient of these elements for all the purposes mentioned above. Sometimes, as in the case of iodine in
regions where the iodine is scarce in the soil and
water, they are insufficient and cause definite derangements. In the case of iodine this results in the production of simple goiter. When these deficiencies
occur the indicated salt should be supplied deliberately, and separately from the food.
1.

SODIUM CHLORIDE (COMMON SALT)

Common table salt added to food constitutes the
greater portion consumed under ordinary circumstances. Compared to it the quantity present in food
is negligible. Salt is required in all tissues, particularly blood serum, and is also necessary to maintain normal osmotic pressure and retention of water
m
the tissues.
The amount of salt required daily in the body is
not easy to determine. Benedict's observations upon
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the fasting man showed that he lost the equivalent of
about 14 grams of salt during the first ten days and
about 20 altogether during the thirty days of the f a s t
The body contains about 100 grams of sodium chloride so the loss did not exceed one-fifth of the total
amount. From this and other experiments we conclude that the body may lose salt rapidly at first if
none is supplied in the diet but after a certain point
tends to retain its salt content. It is probable that to
keep the body in equilibrium we need about 5 grams
of salt a day.
From the earliest times salt has been highly
esteemed. The Roman soldier's pay was called his
solarium because it consisted of so many pounds of
salt and from this comes our word for payment—
salary. The salt mines of primitive people have always been defended by the warriors and have determined the location of cities and of civilizations.
Herbivorous animals in a wild state, as is well
known, will trek many hundreds of miles to get to
salt licks and salt is always added to the food of
herbivorous animals in a state of domestication.
Carnivorous animals get salt in the blood of their
victims.
Salt has an economic significance. J. B. S. Haldane points out that Gandhi's protest against a salt
tax in India has a good physiologic basis. Salt is a
necessity, not a luxury, in a climate where so much
is lost in perspiration.
Perhaps the cause of heat prostration is the deple-
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tion of salt from the body through excessive perspiration. Miners in England may lose in eight hours a
gallon of perspiration containing a quarter of a pound
of salt. They long ago found out empirically that
they should eat raw salt as well as drink water copiously if they wanted to be comfortable. A curious
form of cramps exists in those who work in fiery hot
places—stokers, for instance. It has been definitely
proved that this results from salt depletion in the
body.
Unquestionably, as Bunge says, "The use of salt
enables us to employ a greater variety of the earth's
products than we could do without it."
The question is—do we ordinarily use too much
salt? Many dietitians are inclined to think we do.
No definite harm, however, can be shown to result
from it and the excess is excreted by our kidneys and
skin. That salt causes Bright's disease, hardening of
the arteries, or high blood pressure, has not been
proved.
2.

CALCIUM

"A man of ten-stone weight contains enough lime
to whitewash a chicken coop" (T. E. Lawson).
The calcium requirement of the body varies at different periods of time, being largest in stages of
growth and bone formation. The calcium requirement rises in woman during pregnancy and lactation.
During pregnancy she must furnish the growing baby
with bone-building material and while she is nursing
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it her milk must supply the high calcium content necessary for bone growth. Insufficient calcium in the
diet during these periods may result in the body attacking the storage places of calcium and weakening
the teeth and bones.
Under any conditions, however, the body requires
some calcium. The famous experiment of Voit indicates this. He kept a pigeon for a year on calciumpoor food. The bird showed no symptoms attributable to the diet until it was killed when it was found
that the breast-bone and skull were perforated in several places due to the absorption of calcium salts.
The output of calcium in a body of ordinary
weight, per day, is about one-half of a gram. This
may be considered the average general requirement
in the food. Foods vary extremely in their calcium
content. The common food which has the most calcium is milk. Most vegetables contain calcium.
The table gives the approximate amounts of calcium in common food materials.
According to Sherman the ordinary mixed diet of
Americans and Europeans, at least among dwellers
in cities and towns, is probably more often deficient
in calcium than any other chemical element.
3.

PHOSPHORUS

Phosphorus is widely distributed in the normal
body. It is part of cell nuclei and is present in
the bones, milk and nervous system. Besides this, it

APPROXIMATE AMOUNTS

OF CALCIUM

IN COMMON FOOD

* From H. C. Sherman, The Chemistry of Food and Nutrition, 4th Ed.
Company, publishers.

MATERIALS *

By permission of The Macmilla
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is important in the control of enzyme actions, the
maintenance of neutrality, the conduction of nerve
stimuli, and so on.
Phosphorus occurs in food and in the animal body
in the form, first, of inorganic phosphates. In the
skeleton calcium phosphate is the chief inorganic
constituent of the bone. Potassium phosphate is the
most abundant salt in food. It occurs in the blood
serum and soft tissues in considerable quantities.
Second, phosphorus-containing proteins, as in milk
and eggs. Third, phosphatides or' phosphorus-containing foods, contained in egg yolk, brain, and
nervous tissue.
The amount of phosphorus that the body needs per
day can be estimated by considering carefully experiments upon men and women which have shown that
on the average about 0.96 grams of phosphorus in a
man weighing 150 pounds will just about balance the
output. This, however, is a minimum and we may
say that the safe average requirement for a man is
11/2 grams a day.
The foods which contain phosphorus and the approximate amounts are shown in the table.
4.

IRON

It is estimated that there is 0.004 per cent of iron
in the body or about 3 grams in the average adult.
The largest part of it is in the hemoglobin of the blood
and it is of the highest importance.
Small as the amount of iron is it must be main-

APPROXIMATE AMOUNTS OF PHOSPHORUS IN COMMON FOOD

* From H. C. Sherman, The Chemistry of Food and Nutrition, 4th Ed.
Company, publishers.

MATERIALS *

By permission of The Macmillan

A M O U N T S OF IRON IN COMMON FOOD MATERIALS *

* From H. C. Sherman, The Chemistry of Food and Nutrition, 4th Ed.
Company, publishers.

By permission of The Macmillan

'Figures for meats can be only rough approximations because of variations in fatness, as well as differ
ences between different cuts. Forbes and Swift report that organs contain more iron than muscle meat
while pork and lamb contain much less than beef.
b
Estimates for same protein and energy values as spinach.
0
A number given in parenthesis following the name of a vegetable or fruit in the above table indicat
the number of specimens (or published determinations of iron which seem reliable from our present poin
of view) entering into the averages drawn by Stiebeling and here used.
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tained because there is no reserve of iron in the body
as there is a reserve of calcium in the bones. The
amount of iron required in the daily diet has been
estimated at from six to sixteen milligrams. The
animal organism loses little of its iron per day under
normal conditions—that is, without hemorrhage.
Women, on account of the menstrual loss and during
pregnancy, have a higher requirement than men.
Copper is closely linked to iron in food and it is
probable that in order to keep the blood formation,
especially in infants, at a proper level, both iron and
copper should be present in food.
The amount of iron in common foods is shown in
the preceding table.
5.

IODINE

Iodine is part of the structure of the body although
in infinitesimal amounts except in the thyroid gland.
The secretion of the thyroid gland, so necessary for
proper functioning, is about 65 per cent iodine.
Iodine is obtained in the food and water but different regions vary considerably in the iodine content of their soil. The ocean contains iodine and is
our original source of it. Sea spray evaporates in the
air at the seashore and is carried as sea salt dust
inland by the wind, giving iodine to the rain water,
the soil water, the soil and the crops. Many rocks
which were ocean deposited contain iodine and give
up iodine to the soil upon weathering.
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When the soil of a region is poor in iodine and,
therefore, plants which are grown there and the soil
waters are poor in iodine, the deficiency of iodine in
the food results in enlargement of the thyroid gland.
This is probably a simple compensatory action on the
part of the gland, an attempt to increase its cells in
order to have enough cells to extract every bit of
iodine from the food.
In these regions it has been found that a very small
amount of sodium iodide taken once or twice a year
is sufficient to prevent this simple goiter. The amount
is 3 grains daily for ten days twice a year, spring and
fall. In other words, 30 grains twice a year is sufficient to accomplish results. It is obviously unnecessary to use iodized table salt in order to furnish this
extremely minute amount.
Keith has studied the Pemberton Valley in the Pacific Northwest and found it to be extremely poor in
iodine. There many of the men, most of the women,
and all of the children have enlarged thyroids. In
fact, the domestic animals also show great prevalence
of goiter. Another region in which iodine is low is in
the Great Lakes region.
The iodine requirement of the body has been estimated by Von Fellenberg at 0.000014 grams of iodine daily. If larger amounts are present in the food
and drink a reserve store of iodine, which is easily
drawn on, is built up in the body.

Foods in which iodine is present are wheat, oats,
corn, barley, carrots, salmon and goat's milk.

CHAPTER
THE

VI

VITAMINS

MAN being, as we fondly believe, at the summit of
a long period of evolution, has slowly but firmly
adapted himself to the world. Millions of years ago
the animals which preceded him adapted themselves
to life in sea water and to-day his body contains and
demands many of the different salts that are in the
sea water. In early and primitive days he and his
forerunners had to eat what they could get. Some of
them ate exclusively of their fellow animals and became carnivores. Some of them, less ferocious and
venturesome, confined themselves to vegetables and
became herbivores. Man came from a line that was
not selective as to food, and eats both animal and vegetable products. In primitive days before there was
such a thing as storage of food, he ate most of his
food fresh and in doing so his body chemistry adapted
itself to the need for certain ingredients of fresh
food.
Men have always known more or less instinctively
that there were certain things in fresh foods which
their organism demanded. In older days during the
long winter, with no railroads to bring them fresh
food, no refrigerators to preserve it, they had to be
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content with dried, salted and preserved foods, and
spring found them in a depressed and weakened
bodily condition. The old farm ladies of my youth
used to look at their scruffy hands in the late spring
and say, "I'll be all right as soon as I can get out and
pick myself a mess of greens."
Other similar experiences taught men empirically
that there were elements in fresh foods that they
needed. When seafaring became a great international pastime, following Columbus, it was found
that sailors on long voyages, living on salt food, would
develop the disease called scurvy, with great muscular
weakness, bleeding gums, fatigue and, frequently,
death. Early books on navigation, especially on the
medical aspects of navigation, have hints of the proper
method of treating scurvy.
Jacques Cartier, the French explorer, had experience of scurvy on his second American voyage when
he navigated the St. Lawrence River and pressed as
far westward as the present site of Montreal. He
learned from the natives that his men could be cured
with the "juce and sappe of the leaves of a certaine
tree."
James Lind, an English naval surgeon, wrote his
Treatise of the Scurvy, in 1753, and said: "The diet
which people are necessarily obliged to live upon
while at sea was before assigned as the occasional
cause of the disease, the want of fresh vegetables and
greens. Experience, indeed, sufficiently shows that
as we must have fresh vegetables with ripe fruits as
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the best remedies for it, so they prove the most effectual preservatives against it."
James Cook, the English navigator, by carrying a
shipload of men around the world with only one case
of it, finally proved scurvy could be prevented on
long sea voyages.
But it was not until the present century that these
empirical facts and others known to man in general
but scoffed at by scientists, were explained. The early
work on nutrition inclined physicians to believe that it
was possible to give man a concentrated diet in which
the food principles—carbohydrates, proteins, fats and
minerals—were sufficient. In 1906 Sir Gowland Hopkins found that rats did not grow normally on a mixture of purified fats, carbohydrates, proteins, and
salts, but that normal growth was again restored when
fresh milk was added to this diet. He, therefore,
suggested that fresh foods contained what he called
"accessory food factors." His report was not published until 1912, however, and in the meantime Dr.
Casimir Funk had made similar observations and had
given to these factors a catch name which has stuck,
vitamins.
At the present time we know the properties of a
number of these vitamins. They have been named
A, Bi, B2 (or G), C, D, and E. In many instances
they have been isolated in pure form and their chemical composition is known with at least approximate
accuracy.
Vitamin A.—This is found in fatty foods—it is
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soluble in fats. It is essential for growth in young
animals and lack of it causes great weakness and inability to resist infections. Specifically, its deficiency
in the diet results in an infection of the eye called
xerophthalmia, an early symptom of which is night
blindness. The body is, however, capable of storing
vitamin A for future use, so that we are not so dependent upon food for our supply.

FIG. 4 . — E F F E C T OF DEFICIENCY OF V I T A M I N A

Xerophthalmia (blindness due to cloudiness of the conjunctiva
of the eye).

The source of vitamin A in Nature is probably from
varied materials. A yellow pigment called carotin
found in vegetables, such as carrots and spinach, is a
precursor of vitamin A. Cod liver oil and butter
also contain it.
We feel sure that vitamin A is necessary for growth
and certain other general functions of the body such
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as resistance to infection. Experiments have shown
that extra vitamin A given to children improved the
health and vitality as compared with a control group.
The absence of vitamin A is said to affect the epithelial tissues of the skin, respiratory and digestive
tracts, thus breaking down the first line of defense
against the invasion of bacteria.
The foods which contain vitamin A in the greatest
amounts are as follows (after Sherman) : 1
Artichokes
Bananas
Beans, string
Broccoli
Brussels sprouts
Butter
Cantaloups
Carrots
Cheese, American
Cheese, cream
Dates
Eggs
Escarole
Kidney
Lettuce, romaine
Liver
Milk, whole
Peas, dried green
Peppers
Potatoes, sweet
Prunes
Spinach, raw and canned
Tomato, raw and canned
1

Ed.

Units per Pound
1,360
1,600
2,400
1,520
1,520
22,400
1,440
15,040
11,200
22,400
1,360
8,800
96,000
3,680
2,400
44,800
1,040
1,360
2,800
1,360
4,800
22,400
2,720

From H. C. Sherman, The Chemistry of Food and Nutrition, 4th
By permission of The Macmillan Company, publishers.
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Vitamin B.—In the East Indian countries there is a
peculiar disease called beriberi. It affects the peripheral nerves causing paralysis and dropsy.
The cause of the disease was for long a mystery
and a great source of concern to health officers in the
Orient. Whole regiments, shiploads of sailors, would
be afflicted with it. It ravaged prison camps and hospitals. In 1883 a Japanese admiral named Takaki became convinced that it was in some way
connected with the exclusive rice diet which is so
common in the Orient. He determined to try an
experiment with two ships, sent out over the same
course—on one the sailors were fed their regular rice
diet, on the other this was supplemented by meat,
vegetables, bread and a general diet. The sailors on
the rice ship came home with their usual quota of
beriberi, those on the other ship were almost free
from it.
It was proved then that beriberi is a food deficiency
disease but it was not proved exactly what food contained the preventive. Why did some people on a
rice diet get it and others not? These questions were
solved by Christian Eijkman, a Dutch physician stationed in the East Indies. He was deeply interested
in the disease. He tried out the rice theory but could
make no logic out of it. Rice, he knew, is a complete
food: it has protein, fat and carbohydrate. Then he
had a fortunate stroke of luck: he noticed some fowls
in the hospital yard: they were going around halfparalyzed like beriberi victims: he found they were
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fed exclusively on the polished rice of the hospital
kitchen.
It was the polished rice that attracted his attention.
Polishing rice meant milling the rice so the shell was
removed. He fed these chickens the shells of rice that
had been removed in the polishing (along with the
polished rice grains) and to his gratification they recovered.
By stopping the use of polished rice he was able to
eliminate beriberi from his district.
The substance found in the rice shell was called
vitamin B. The old original vitamin B is, however,
a complicated material. There are two parts to it,
one of which is destroyed by heat; the other is resistant to heat. This has resulted in the division of vitamin B into two groups—one Bi, and the other B2
(British usage) or vitamin G (American usage).
Vitamin Bi is water soluble. Although it is destroyed by heat this is only done with difficulty and it
resists most domestic cooking operations. Its removal
from the diet causes beriberi in man and neuritis in
fowls. It has, like all vitamins, the ability to improve
the appetite when added to diet otherwise lacking in
vitamin Bi and promote growth and general well-being.
Vitamin Bi is found in whole grains such as rice,
wheat, oatmeal, and the like. Most of their value as
a source of vitamin Bi in practical dietetics is vitiated
by the fact that the milling process removes the outer
shell which is the main source of vitamin Bi. Yeast
is a good source, as are milk and eggs.
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FIG. 5 . — R E S U L T OF DEFICIENCY OF VITAMIN

B 2 (or Vitamin G)
The disease is called pellagra, with changes in the
skin of the hands and forehead, and internal changes.
Note that it is not generally agreed that a food deficiency causes this disease, nor that Vitamin G is the
specific vitamin involved.

Vitamin B2 or G.—This is water soluble, and very
resistant to heat. It is found in wheat embryo, com,
skimmed milk, yeast and greens.
A disease called pellagra which is found in many
parts of the world, including our southern states, may
be due to the absence of B2 or G in the diet.
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FIG. 6 . — E F F E C T OF DEFICIENCY OF VITAMIN C

Infantile scurvy: Note the swelling of the wrists and ankles due to
bony changes at this point. Cases are often mistaken for rheumatism.
The babies are usually so sensitive to touch that they cannot be held
in the arms of the mother or nurse.

Vitamin C.—This vitamin is water soluble and very
easily destroyed by heat. This destruction is due to
the presence of oxygen and can be prevented by cooking vitamin C-containing substances in a vacuum or
under anaerobic conditions.
The removal of vitamin C from the diet causes
scurvy both in infants and in adults. Since scurvy
affects teeth and bones it is not surprising that minor
degrees of deficiency are thought to cause delay in
the eruption of the teeth, caries of the teeth in adults
as well as children. It is also thought that absence
of the vitamin affects the growth of bones and the
healing of wounds.
The great source of vitamin C in the human dietary
is fresh fruits and vegetables. It has been estimated
that the daily amount of vitamin C that a man must
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have to protect him from scurvy is about the same as
that contained in one ounce of orange, grape-fruit,
lemon, or tomato juice.
Owing to the ease with which vitamin C can be
destroyed in the food by heat—that is, by cooking, it
must be deliberately added to the diet all through
life. It is true that canned fruits and vegetables as
made by most manufacturers today are prepared under vacuum conditions and retain their vitamin C content, but it is safer to attempt to add a daily quota of
vitamin C to the diet by the use of orange juice, lemon
juice or tomato juice.
The amount of vitamin C in milk, even mother's
milk, is dependent upon the diet, and it is, therefore,
advisable to add fresh fruit juice to the infant dietary.
Vitamin C disappears from the body rapidly and
does not appear to be stored in any definite place as
is the case with vitamins A and B.
Food substances which contain vitamin C are as
follows:
Apples, raw
Artichokes
Bananas
Beans, string
Broccoli
Cabbage, raw
Cabbage, sauerkraut
Celery
Corn, canned
Corn, fresh

Units per Pound
50
80
80
80
80
320
80
50
50
80
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Grape-fruit
Lemons
Oranges
Parsley
Peaches, raw and canned
Peas, raw
Peppers
Spinach, raw
Strawberries
Tangerines
Tomatoes, raw and canned
Turnips, raw

Units per Pound
240
240
240
240
80
240
400
400
160
240
240
65

Vitamin D.—This is found in fatty foods—it is fat
soluble. It is not destroyed by heat. Its great importance is the fact that its absence from the diet
allows the development of the disease known as
rickets in young children.
Rickets is a disease in which the bones do not utilize the calcium and phosphorus salts and hence stay
soft, resulting in deformities of the cranium, the ribs,
the legs—bow-legs and knock-knees—and the arms.
Vitamin D definitely has the property of allowing
the body to utilize calcium and phosphorus in bone
and tooth building. Vitamin C has some of the same
qualities. Vitamin D is found in cod liver oil and
other fish liver oils, such as salmon liver and halibut
liver. It is also found in milk but in infant feeding
we cannot depend upon its presence in milk and advise that it be added to the infant's diet either in the
form of cod liver oil or in some other form.
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In Nature, vitamin D is formed by the action of
sunlight—the ultra-violet rays. It is probably formed
in the human skin when exposed to the sun and stored
in the liver as it is stored in the liver of fish. Sun-

Deformity in the bones and legs is
due to deficiency of Vitamin D in the
diet.

light being greatly reduced from October to March in
the northern United States (and the northern temperate zone generally), it is natural that rickets should
occur most frequently in the early spring months. In
utilizing sunlight for vitamin D formation, it should
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be remembered that ordinary window glass filters out
the ultra-violet rays of the sun. Exposure to sunlight
or artificial sunlight, the ultra-violet lamp, produces
vitamin D in milk and in eggs. It even insures the
presence of vitamin D in cow's milk if the animal
itself is exposed.
Many artificial preparations of vitamin D are thus
available. One of the best known is viosterol. This
is prepared from a vegetable oil known as ergosterol which is usually prepared from yeast and exposed to irradiation from sunlight or ultra-violet
light.
Vitamin E.—This is not so well known nor its
properties so well established as the other vitamins,
especially so far as human need of it is concerned.
That some substance exists in food which has to do
with the functions of reproduction in animals is undoubted.
In 1921, Evans and Bishop found that animals on
supposedly complete dietaries, with both growth and
external appearance normal, would attain maturity
but would not be able to reproduce satisfactorily.
The animals could conceive but the pregnancy would
be terminated by the death of the fetus. Increasing
vitamins A, B, and D was without effect, yet various
natural foods proved curative so that the next gestation proved normal.
The vitamin is found in fresh leaves of lettuce and
also in wheat. This substance has been named vitamin E. It is not proved that it has any influence in
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human reproduction. However, we do know that
some substances, perhaps A and D, take some part
in sterility and normal reproduction.
For convenience, we present a table of the vitamins.

CHAPTER

VII

SPICES, CONDIMENTS AND BEVERAGES
BESIDES the foodstuffs used for nutrition, there are
a number of things which we put in our mouths and
which, therefore, come under the heading of food or
drink, which are not used primarily for nutritional
purposes. They contribute to nutrition indirectly by
making the food more palatable and perhaps by calling out digestive juices in greater quantity. These
are the spices, condiments and beverages.
Pepper, mustard, horse-radish, Worcestershire
sauce, chili sauce, ketchup, vanilla, anise, cinnamon,
nutmeg, garlic, vinegar, citron, pickles, and the like,
have little or no caloric value, and even if some of
them have, they are used in such small amounts as to
be negligible in food calculations.
Their physiologic action is explained by the experiments of the Russian physiologist, Pavlov, who described the reflexes which call out the secretion of
gastric juice. These reflexes are stimulated, first, by
smell; second, by taste; third, by the secretion started
due to the sensation of eating and chewing food.
Some foods contain substances which are called
secretogogues. They are able to cause a secretion of
gastric juice when taken into the stomach. The meat
81
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extracts, meat juices, and so on, come under this head.
Plainly, the condiments make eating more enjoyable, chewing more thorough and satisfactory, and in
this way they cause an extra flow of gastric juice, and
this is their contribution to nutrition.
The beverages which we use are many. Except for
the alcoholic beverages they are practically all water
flavored with some substances derived from the seed,
fruit or roots of plants, and some are surcharged with
carbon dioxide gas. Most of these contribute only
water and sugar to nutrition, but, as in the case of
chocolate and cocoa, when made with milk they have
this added caloric value.
Carbonated water or carbonated soft drinks average
about 11 per cent of sugar. They contain flavoring
extracts from the seeds, buds, flowers, leaves or roots
of the plants, such as lemon soda, orange soda, grape
juice, pop of different flavors. Most of the flavoring
material at present is made synthetically and is not
the natural juice of the plant products before mentioned. The Federal laws require that artificial flavors or coloring matter shall be declared on the label
of the bottle.
These beverages are harmless and even have a limited usefulness, especially in the summer time when
they supply energy in rapidly assimilable form at
little expenditure of effort on the part of the organism. Being taken cold they undoubtedly help to
regulate body heat in hot weather. The carbonation
prevents the growth of fungi and other organisms
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so they are clean and keep well. Some of them have
a certain amount of vitamin C and also vitamin B, as
in the case of grape juice.
The stimulating beverages, coffee, tea, chocolate
and cocoa, are a staple part of the modern dietary.
Their introduction into European use is comparatively recent. In the Orient they have been used for a
long time.
The story goes that a Turkish goatherd noticed that
after his goats had eaten of the berries of a certain
plant, they became very frisky and uncontrollable.
He ate some of the berries of this plant himself and
found them so deliciously stimulating that he introduced them to his neighbors and coffee was born.
The action of coffee, tea, chocolate and cocoa is
very much the same. In coffee and tea the stimulating principles are caffeine and theine, in chocolate
and cocoa, theobromine. They all act by increasing
the strength of the heart beat and the output of the
heart and increase circulation, especially in the brain
and kidneys. Their effect in producing wakefulness
and intellectual activity is probably due to this improved circulation in the brain. In the kidneys it
results in an increased secretion of urine noticeable
to all partakers. When sugar and milk or cream are
added to these beverages they have a caloric value of
about 100 calories per cup.
The question often arises as to whether they do any
harm. For children undoubtedly they are too stimu-
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lating but for adults they probably actually do good
in improving the circulation through the heart and
other vital organs. This means, of course, when taken
in moderate quantities. They are not nearly as habitforming as their opponents would indicate, and it is
quite easy to switch, for instance, from coffee to one
of the decaffeinized coffee preparations. In an ordinary cup of coffee there are about 3 grains of caffeine and in the decaffeinated variety hardly more
than a trace.
Alcoholic beverages include beer, whiskey, gin,
rum and wines.—Alcohol is a food yielding 7 calories
per gram. When taken in any quantity, therefore, it
is a substitute for foods and replaces them. It is not
a good food because it contains no vitamins and has
physiologic actions which render it habit-forming and
dangerous. It undoubtedly stimulates the secretion
of gastric juice and is, therefore, called an appetizer.
It adds considerably to the enjoyment of the table,
especially for those who are used to it and who have
become epicures.
Beer contains about 5 per cent alcohol by volume,
whiskey, gin and rum about 50 per cent alcohol by
volume, and the wines from 15 per cent up to 30 per
cent—average 20 per cent.
Food Accessories.—Baking powder, or baking
soda, is principally made up of bicarbonate of soda.
In the baking of bread it acts as a leavening agent
with the production of carbon dioxide gas. Being
alkaline it acts through the reaction with some acid.
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The acid usually is sour milk. Baking powders contain both soda and an acid to react with it.
As is usual with practically every food accessory,
there have been those who have written about the
injurious effects of the residue of various powders
in baking powder. Experimental study at the University of Illinois showed that in the proportion ordinarily employed, even with twice these amounts,
no injurious effect could be detected.
Yeast is also used in the baking of bread. It is a
rich source of vitamin B.
Gelatin is an animal protein which is not found as
such in the body. It is not a complete protein and its
action in nutrition diminishes tissue waste but does
not build new tissue.

CHAPTER

VIII

T H E COMMON FOODS

UP to the present we may be said to have been tearing apart the products which appear on our table and
finding out what their composition is. Let us now
put them back together and study a whole food, see
what proportions of the basic food elements it contains and what it does when taken as food. We will
take a half-dozen common and characteristic foods
and study them in this way.
Milk is the only complete and perfect food. This
is naturally true because it was designed by Nature
to be the complete food of young, growing organisms
and it, therefore, contains all the food principles, all
the minerals and all the vitamins. Whether it contains them in proper proportions is a different matter.
Mother's milk contains them in proper proportions
for a human infant and cow's milk for a calf but
when cow's milk is used for human infants it has
to be modified, especially in regard to proportion of
the different food elements.
The only modification that needs to be made in
these statements is that milk does not contain iron in
adequate quantities. Infants are sometimes found to
be anemic because they have lived on an exclusive
milk diet. This lack is, however, not very serious up
86
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to the age of six months because the organism when
born contains sufficient iron to meet its needs in most
instances. "The administration of a small additional
amount of iron after the sixth month of life, either
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in the form of iron salts or as green vegetables, meats,
egg yolk or cereals, is desirable." 1
The statement that milk contains all the vitamins
is also subject to some exception because this depends
upon the diet of the mother. As we have seen when
1
W . McKim Marriott, Infant Nutrition (C. V. Mosby Co, St.
Louis, 1930).
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studying the vitamins, it is usually safer to add vitamin C and D to any human infant's diet.
We will not stop here to discuss human milk. The
differences between it and cow's milk are discussed
in the chapter on infant feeding.
Cow's milk, the usual form of milk for human
consumption, is made up of 4 per cent protein, 4 per
cent fat and 4 per cent carbohydrate. The composition varies somewhat with different breeds of cows and
with their food and the season of the year. The milk
from Jerseys and Guernseys is usually richer in fat
than from Holsteins. In general, however, the figures
given are average. Milk contains all the minerals
necessary for healthy nutrition, being particularly rich
in calcium and phosphorus.
The proteins of milk are casein and lacto-albumin.
The carbohydrate is lactose or milk sugar. The fat
is in the form of an emulsion, fluid at body temperature.
A quart of milk yields approximately six hundred
and eighty calories. An ordinary glass of milk, therefore, yields about one hundred calories.
Aside from its actual nutritional value, its digestibility, its vitamin content and its good quantity
of calcium and phosphorus in easily assimilable form,
many general virtues have been claimed for milk.
The following quotations will indicate dietetic
opinion on the subject:
Milk is the most important of all foods. It is indispensable to the infant, it is essential to the proper development
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of the young child, and it should form invariably the chief
article of diet for the older child. For the adult, too, it is
always valuable, and at times a well nigh essential adjunct
to the diet. Milk has never been accorded adequate place
in the American dietary.—James S. McLester, M.D., in
Nutrition and Diet in Health and Disease. 2nd Ed. (W. B.
Saunders Co., Philadelphia, 1931).
Pure milk has long been recognized as our best food.
Modern science has shown that it possesses many virtues
hitherto unrecognized. It is, perhaps, the nearest approach
to the Fountain of Youth and for that reason as well as its
economy as a food it should be used in liberal amount by
all persons.—James A. Tobey, Dr. P.H., in Milk, the Indispensable Food (Olsen, 1933).
From the standpoint of dental nutrition milk is the most
important article. . . .—W. McKim Marriott, M.D., in
Journal of the American Dental Association (September,
1930).
Milk is the most precious article in our diet. It is the
most nearly perfect food that comes to our table. The
more we learn about milk, the more does its value and usefulness grow in our estimation.—From a pamphlet on milk
issued by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company of
New York.

Eggs.—Small eggs weigh about 50 grams, large eggs
weigh about 70 grams, the average egg is 60 grams
(2 ounces). No matter what their weight, all eggs
contain the same proportions of food elements, about
13 per cent protein and 10 per cent fat. An egg of
60 grams, or 2 ounces, contains, therefore, 7 grams of
Protein and 6 grams of fat. The largest part of the
e
gg is water.
The white of the egg is pure protein in the form of
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albumin. The yellow is fat and protein (vitellin),
as well as the vitamins, and iron, phosphorus and calcium. Of vitamins eggs contain A, B, and D, but
no C. They, therefore, supplement milk because milk
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ordinarily contains C but is not very high in D. They
also supplement other articles of diet such as bread
and butter, green vegetables and as an ingredient of
sugary desserts. This latter because their carbohydrate value is nil.
Cooked eggs are more digestible than raw eggs.
This is contrary to popular belief but, as has been
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well proved, raw white of egg is almost completely
indigestible.
Bread.—Wheat bread, which is the commonest form
used in this country, contains 9 per cent protein, 1.3
per cent fat and 53.1 per cent carbohydrate. A slice
of bread of average thickness contains about 100
calories. Bread also contains vitamins A, B and G.
It contains no C or D unless the latter is specially
added. White bread contains appreciable amounts of
calcium, potassium, sodium, phosphorus, chlorine,
sulphur and iron. The iron content is very low.
The protein of bread is in the form of gluten, which
is a combination of gliadin and glutenin.
Bread is deservedly probably the largest single
item in the diet of most people. It satisfies the appetite and for that reason is so often used in snacks
and sandwiches. It goes well with other foods, supplementing their deficiencies, so that bread and milk,
bread and butter, bread and cheese, and bread and
meat have always been popular combinations.
Graham bread or whole wheat bread is bread in
which the grain has not been processed to remove
its outer shell. This shell gives bulk to the diet and
also furnishes vitamin B. For this reason it has often
been claimed that whole wheat bread is healthier and
far preferable to white bread. When the advocates
of whole wheat bread insist, however, that it should
be used to the exclusion of all other kinds of bread,
they go too far. Bulk and vitamin B are found in
sufficient quantity in other parts of an average diet.
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Besides, there are other objections. The outer shell
of wheat is sometimes irritating to the intestines and
many people cannot tolerate it at all. Millers are perfectly willing to make whole wheat bread and defer
to the claims of the enthusiasts but they have found
as a practical matter that people will not eat whole

FIG. 1 0 . — P R O P O R T I O N S OF FOOD ELEMENTS, MINERALS AND
VITAMINS IN A SLICE OF BREAD

wheat bread and are compelled to furnish a preponderance of white.
Bread for diabetic patients can be made with the
starch removed. It is generally called "gluten" bread.
Cereals and other grains do not differ greatly in
their nutritional and physical properties from bread.
Oatmeal, rice, barley and wheat have always been
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staple food products of most people, especially of the
poorer classes. They furnish energy and nutrition in
a cheap and palatable form and as they do not grow
monotonous they can be used in large quantities continuously. As the economic status of any group improves, meat and green vegetables encroach upon the
predominance of grains and cereals in the diet.
Butter.—Butter is almost pure fat having only 1
per cent of protein. It has very high caloric value.
An ordinary serving of butter is about ten grams
which yields 8 grams of fat or 73 calories. Those
estimating diets for the overweight should always remember that inconspicuous portions of fat, such as
salad dressing, butter, and so on, carry extremely
high caloric values.
Meat.—Cuts of meat differ in the relative proportions of protein and fat which they contain. Sirloin
steak, as prepared, contains about 16 per cent protein and 16 per cent fat and no carbohydrate. An
average serving of sirloin steak furnishes about 100
to 150 calories. The protein is in very easily assimilable form and furnishes protein which may readily be used by the animal organism.
In metabolism it gives up a large amount of byproducts, purin bodies and xanthine bodies, which
are considered by some to be deleterious to health.
Many people, however, live exclusively or almost exclusively on a meat diet for many years without
suffering any ill effects. Owing to the conversion
°f the meat protein into carbohydrate in the body, as
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FIG. 1 1 . — P R O P O R T I O N S OF FOOD ELEMENTS, MINERALS AND
VITAMINS IN SIRLOIN STEAK

tors. Liver being the great storage place in the body
of elements that are needed to regulate nutrition, is
a particularly valuable food. Liver contains a substance elaborated in the stomach wall, which stimulates and regulates blood formation in the bone
marrow. It is a specific cure for pernicious anemia
(in amounts of 250 grams a day; it may be given in
the form of a crystalline extract).
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Fish and Poultry.—These differ little in chemical
structure or nutritional action from the red meats.
Starchy Vegetables.—The potato may be taken as
an example of a starchy vegetable. It has about 18
per cent carbohydrate, 2 per cent protein, and 0.1
per cent fat. It is, therefore, high in caloric value.
It has good quantities of calcium, potassium, sodium,

FIG. 1 2 . — P R O P O R T I O N S OF FOOD ELEMENTS, MINERALS AND
VITAMINS IN A POTATO

phosphorus, chlorine, sulphur, and a very small iron
content. It contains vitamins A ( + ), B ( + + ) , C
( + + ) , and G ( + + ) .
Green Vegetables.—Typical examples showing the
extreme variations in these are lettuce and lima beans.
Lettuce has large bulk but small nutritive value. It
has 2.9 per cent carbohydrate and about 1 per cent
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of protein and a very infinitesimal amount of fat.
It has, howfever, good amounts of minerals and vitamins. It contains all the vitamins except D. Its large
amount of fiber renders it valuable for bulk. These
properties make it especially valuable in reducing
and diabetic diets.
The lima bean stands almost at the other end of the
scale from lettuce among the green vegetables so far
as nutritive content is concerned. It contains 7 per
cent protein, 22 per cent carbohydrate, and 0.7 fat.
A pound of lima beans contains 557 calories, while
a pound of lettuce contains 87.
The large protein content is characteristic of the
leguminous vegetables—beans, peas, and the like.
When special diets have to be prepared the high content of carbohydrate and high caloric value in certain
vegetables must be carefully considered. A diabetic,
for instance, could eat five times as much lettuce as
he could lima beans and get just the same amount of
starch. The bulk in the lettuce would satisfy his
appetite and make him more comfortable.
Fruits.—An apple contains 14 per cent carbohydrate, some of all the important minerals, with a fairly
high amount of iron, and vitamins A, B, C, and G.
It also contains a very large amount of fiber, bulk
or roughage which promotes intestinal evacuation,
and is valuable in the treatment of constipation. This
action is probably the basis of the old saying that "an
apple a day keeps the doctor away."
An orange contains from 8 to 11 per cent carbo-
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hydrate, about half to two-thirds that in an apple.
It also contains bulk, minerals and vitamins, being
especially rich in vitamin C. On account of its carbohydrate content it is a much preferable fruit for a
diabetic to eat than an apple.

FIG. 1 3 . — P R O P O R T I O N S OF FOOD ELEMENTS, MINERALS AND
VITAMINS IN AN ORANGE

All the fruits and vegetables have great dietetic
virtues. The fruits especially furnish carbohydrate
in a quickly assimilable form and are thus high-grade
energizers. They contain bulk and minerals and
adapt themselves to many palatable ways of cooking.
They are considered to have protective qualities
against the protein and animal articles of diet and
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some people, the vegetarians, prefer to eat them exclusively. Usually, however, they have to be supplemented by animal foods—milk, eggs, or meat in some
form—in order to preserve vigorous health.
Nuts.—Primitive man probably lived very largely
on nuts. They are Nature's temptation to the animal
kingdom. A typical nut, the Brazil nut, contains 17
per cent protein, 6 to 7 per cent fat and 7 per cent
carbohydrate. The peanut contains 25 per cent protein, 38 per cent fat and 24 per cent carbohydrate.
While potentially their nutritive value is great and
well balanced, they are not completely digested. They
have little roughage or bulk and negligible vitamin
content. Their mineral content, however, is fairly
good. They thus fall short of being ideal foods and
in civilized practice are properly regarded as mere
accessories to the diet.
Sugar.—Sugar is the great energizer, an example
of a pure carbohydrate. Ordinary table sugar is cane
sugar which is the same as beet sugar. The sugar
present is sucrose which is a disaccharide and is
broken down to a monosaccharide before absorption.
Corn sugar, or glucose, is simpler sugar and is made
from the hydrolysis of starch. Maple sugar, sorghum and molasses are practically all sucrose.
The sugars are rapid energizers and contribute
only energy to the diet. In this, however, they are
supreme.

CHAPTER

IX

SUMMARY

LET US return to our definition as given in Chapter
I and see how the facts which we have reviewed fit
in and support that conception.
We said that a balanced diet shall satisfy seven
specifications:
1. It shall contain enough energy to meet the
daily requirements of the body.
The unit of measurement of this energy is a heat
unit—the calory. Varying with the age, activity and
weight of the body, the daily requirement is from 44
calories per pound (age of active growth in infancy)
to 11 calories per pound (adult sleeping). Average
for adult at moderate activity is 20 per pound.
The food elements which yield energy are the carbohydrates (which yield 4 calories per gram), the
fats (9 calories per gram) and the proteins (4 calories per gram).
We did not say that a balanced diet need contain
these in definite proportions. We have seen from
our studies that protein, water, the minerals and vitamins are absolutely necessary ingredients. Carbohydrates and fats are optional but desirable. The
body must have carbohydrates for energy but it can
99
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convert about 50 per cent of its protein to carbohydrate and use that for energy.
It follows that a balanced diet need not be balanced
in the sense that a rigid proportion between these
elements always obtains. It is physiologically economical to furnish most of the energy in the form of
carbohydrate, and average taste and appetite attempting to obtain variety chooses the following proportions: Carbohydrates two-thirds by weight, which
equals a little over half by caloric value, fat and
protein each one-sixth by weight.
2. It shall furnish enough protein for growth and
for replacement of tissue waste.
This also varies as to age. It does not seem to vary
so much for muscular activity. For infants and children it should approximate five to six grams per
pound. For adults it may be as low as one-third of a
gram per pound, but that is a minimum attained only
under experimental conditions. Under ordinary conditions of living, one-half a gram per pound should
be allowed.
3. It shall furnish enough water.
Thirst is the most delicate regulator of this.
4. It shall furnish enough inorganic mineral elements.
These are principally sodium chloride, potassium,
iron, calcium, phosphorus and iodine. There are
several others but only traces are needed. Under
average circumstances these are present in sufficient
quantity in the diet.
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5. It shall furnish vitamins A, B, C, D, E, and G.
These substances exert a profound influence on the
healthful processes of the body. They all seem to
promote growth and seem to influence that feeling
and appearance of blooming health, fecundity in
reproducing offspring and resistance to infection.
When absent from the diet they cause certain quite
definite conditions.
Vitamin A is found in butter and cream and egg
yolk. Its deficiency produces xerophthalmia.
Vitamin B is found in cereals and yeast. Its deficiency produces beriberi.
Vitamin C is found in fresh fruits and vegetables.
Its deficiency produces scurvy.
Vitamin D is found in liver, fish oils, butter, fat
and irradiated foods. Its deficiency produces rickets.
Vitamin E is found in lettuce and cereals. Its deficiency produces sterility.
Vitamin G is found in yeast, eggs, milk and fresh
meat. Its deficiency may result in pellagra. (?)
The average adult diet contains all of the vitamins
except possibly D. The infant's diet should have C
and D added to it, to be on the safe side. Vitamin D
is the one most likely to be deficient in our ordinary
food, but the body forms D on exposure to sunshine
and that is the way we get it.
6. It shall furnish enough bulk.
Bulk or roughage is important for the elimination
°f food from the bowels. People vary in their requirements for bulk. Vegetables and fruits furnish it.
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7. It should help to maintain the neutrality of the
body.
The acids that are formed in the processes of nutrition are neutralized by buffer salts which originate
from the vegetables, fruits and inorganic mineral
salts.

PART

II

CHAPTER

X

D I E T AT D I F F E R E N T A G E PERIODS
1.

INFANT FEEDING

IN feeding infants and children we have to take
particular care to see that their food meets the fundamental requirements we have set down. In the case
of adults under ordinary circumstances, as we have
repeatedly said, we may assume that they will obtain
all of these elements. But infants are different from
adults in many ways.
In the first place, their digestive capacities are less
efficient largely due to the fact that they have no
teeth and cannot utilize any solid foods. In the second place, they are helpless, cannot choose foods and
have to take whatever is offered them. In the third
place, they have far higher demands than the adult
both for energy and materials for growth. The newborn infant requires 44 calories per pound daily as
against 11 calories per pound for an adult at rest: at
the age of five the child requires 37 calories. The
daily protein requirement of the infant is IVio to
grams per pound as against Ys to V2 for the
adult. And, lastly, the food that is offered them is
not necessarily adequate in vitamin content.
The ideal food for infants is, of course, mother's
105
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milk. This differs somewhat from the milk of other
animals. It contains 4 per cent fat, 7 per cent carbohydrate, and 1.25 per cent protein. The fat is in a
very fine state of emulsion, much finer than the fat in
cow's milk, and may be more digestible for this
reason. The protein does not form such large curds
as cow's milk in the process of digestion and this
formation of a "soft curd" is the usual reason given
for the greater tolerance of infants for human milk.
If, for any reason, it is impossible or undesirable
for the mother to nurse, an entirely artificial feeding
formula must be prepared. The basis is, of course,
usually cow's milk. In preparing a feeding formula
for a child, our requirements are fundamentally different from those of a balanced diet for an adult:
1. The infant's food must provide enough calories.
2. It must contain protein, carbohydrate, mineral
salts, water and vitamins. It should contain fat and
pigment but these are not absolutely essential.
3. It must be free from any considerable number of harmful bacteria.
4. It must be capable of digestion by the infant
in the amounts given.
Comparing cow's milk with human milk, we find
that human milk has almost twice as much carbohydrate in the same form as that of cow's milk—lactose. Therefore, in preparing our formula we should
add the additional carbohydrate. This may be done
in any form, ordinary table sugar, lactose—but preferably, on account of their easier digestibility—dex-
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trose and maltose. Three ounces of sugar should be
added to every quart of milk for a new-born infant.
Most of the infant foods are practically pure carbohydrate in the form of dextrose and maltose. The
infant's diet is made by adding these to milk. The
proprietary preparations are more expensive than
corn syrup which also contains dextrose and maltose.
In order to render the milk free of harmful bacteria, it should either be pasteurized or sterilized by
boiling. Most children's specialists believe that the
latter procedure is safest. In doing so we destroy
some of the protein but this is of no consequence
because cow's milk contains considerably more than
human milk anyway. The boiling also renders the
milk more digestible. The excess protein can be removed as it forms a scum on the surface of the milk.
In order to make the milk more digestible it is
sometimes necessary to add water to it. The water,
of course, should be boiled.
Boiling destroys vitamin C. Unboiled milk probably only contains sufficient vitamin C if it is the sole
source of energy; even then it may be insufficient for
some children.
A formula prepared in this way will furnish more
than enough food for a day for a new-born infant.
The feedings should be 1 to 2^ ounces and should
be given 4 times in the day and 2 times at night, 6
feedings altogether. At the end of one month the
amount can be increased to 3^2 to 4 ounces, 2 months
4% ounces, 3 months 5 ounces.
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Gain in weight is the most accurate criterion of
successful infant feeding. Most troubles come from
the simple fact that the baby does not get enough to
eat.
Supplementary food should be given the baby
which will contain vitamins C and D, because we
cannot be certain that in milk both of these will be
present. Vitamin C is furnished in the form of orange
juice, a teaspoonful diluted with an equal amount of
water, twice a day. This should be increased a teaspoonful a week until the baby has a tablespoonful
twice a day by the time it is two months of age. It is
especially necessary to add vitamin C if the milk is
sterilized by boiling because boiling destroys the vitamin C which may have been present. Tomato juice
is equally potent.
Vitamin D is furnished in the form of cod liver
oil. It can be added to the formula or given separately in the dose of
teaspoonful once daily. It
should be begun at the end of the first week. This is
also true of breast-fed children. It may also be
furnished in the form of viosterol or halibut liver or
salmon liver oil. Irradiated milk contains adequate
amounts in most instances.
Weaning.—It is of inestimable value for the infant to have at least a few weeks or months of breast
feeding. When weaning should be done depends upon
circumstances. Frequently the breast milk runs out
and the mother is not aware that the child is not getting sufficient nourishment. Any time that the weight
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begins to decrease, supplementary feeding with artificial mixtures of cow's milk or other artificial food
should be used. Other things being equal, the baby
should be begun to be weaned from the sixth to eighth
month and should be entirely on artificial food by the
end of the tenth month.
Milk should not be the exclusive food through the
entire first year of life. Besides the necessity for
accessory vitamins, remember that milk is very low
in iron content. It has been found that infants on an
exclusive milk diet become anemic. The iron reserve becomes depleted about the fourth month. At
that time the milk should be supplemented by such
iron-containing foods as egg yolk, whole grain cereals,
and pigmented vegetables (pureed).
Other Infant Foods.—Goat's milk has been used
and is, by some, considered more advantageous than
cow's milk.
Evaporated Milk.—This must not be confused with
condensed milk. It is milk that has been artificially
deprived of its water content so that it has about half
the bulk, is put up in cans and furnishes an excellent
artificial food. (Irradiated evaporated milk contains sufficient amounts of vitamin D.) The same
may be said of the dried milks such as Klim, Dryco,
etc. S.M.A. is a product prepared so that it closely
resembles mother's milk.
The powdered baby foods such as Mellin's food,
Nestle's food, and Horlick's malted milk, are excellent because they have sugar in a digestible form.
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Their protein, however, is chiefly vegetable and practically none of them contain any fat so that they cannot be considered as a complete substitute for cow's
milk.
Table Food.—During the early months of life,
from three to four months, supplementary feedings
of cereals can be added. At six months many new
articles should be added to the baby's diet: hard
toast; zwieback; graham crackers, well mashed and
served with a little of the formula; fruits; well pureed
vegetables, such as peas, spinach, asparagus and carrots. Strained vegetables and cereals are prepared
by food manufacturers in tins especially for infants'
use and are recommended by physicians. At nine
months, an egg, baked custard, fatty part of bacon,
rice and jello can be added to the diet.
For information about difficult feeding cases in
which digestion and nutrition are both seriously upset, the reader is referred to more elaborate manuals
on the subject. The Bulletin of the Department of
Labor on Infant Feeding is adequate.
2.

PREGNANCY AND LACTATION

During pregnancy and while nursing her baby, the
mother should have an adequate diet containing all
the elements we have described previously. It is not
necessary, however, to stuff. The advice that was
current in old times that the mother "must eat for
two" has been abandoned by modern physicians.
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The most serious drain on the maternal organism
is likely to be upon the calcium and phosphorus
stores. It has been intimated that the calcium content of the food in the average dietary is closer to
the minimum than for any other mineral. When the
mother must furnish chemicals for an entire new
skeleton her own stores are in danger of being attacked. The teeth of pregnant women are particularly likely to suffer for this reason.
Protection is afforded by supplying a liberal
amount of food containing calcium and phosphorus,
such as milk, eggs, and the vegetables. Supplementary to this, vitamins D and C should be adequate
even if deliberately added to the diet in pure or concentrated form.
The pregnant woman has also demands upon her
iron and iodine stores and these should be safeguarded. Proper attention to the mineral and vitamin content of her diet may safeguard the baby from
rickets and by furnishing it with adequate iron and
other mineral stores, start it on its career with great
advantages.
3.

DENTITION

Recent expert dental opinion has come more and
more to believe that healthy tooth structure is influenced by nutrition. The older opinion that caries
and decay of the teeth is to be prevented by cleanliness alone has been so far challenged that many nu-
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tritional experts believe that diet alone is sufficient
to prevent decay no matter whether cleanliness is enforced or not. Whether this extreme position can be
upheld or not, it is certain that vitamin C has a very
considerable influence in preserving the health of the
teeth.
According to Zilva and Wells in England and
Percy Howe of this country, the tooth is apparently
the first part of the body to be affected by deficiency
of vitamin C. We must remember in this connection
that scurvy, which is certainly the extreme expression of vitamin C deficiency, particularly affects the
gums, causes teeth to loosen, and expresses itself in
plaque deposits on the surface of the teeth.
The part which vitamin D plays in this function is
somewhat debatable. The findings of Hanke are so
fraught with alarming possibilities and the prevention of possible tooth destruction is so easy that it
would certainly seem advisable in children during the
entire period of dentition, to see that they receive
adequate supplies of vitamins C and D. Hanke concludes:
Gingivitis and dental caries can occur in the majority of
a large group of children who are receiving a quart of
milk, one and one-half ounces of butter, a pound of vegetables, half a pound of fruit, and nearly one egg a day.
These foods do not, therefore, contain substances that are
specifically antagonistic to gingivitis or dental caries.
The addition of a pint of orange juice and the juice of
one lemon to a diet that is nearly adequate in all other
respects supplies something that leads to a disappearance
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of most of the gingivitis and an arrest of about 50 per
cent of the dental caries.
Dental caries again become rampant and gingivitis redevelops in most of the cases when the citrus fruit intake
is reduced to three ounces a day for one year. Three ounces
is not enough. 1
4.

MIDDLE AGE AND OLD AGE

The adult past forty will be advised to begin to
restrict his food intake. At this age he is no longer
as active and does not burn as much food as he did
in earlier periods of life. The tendency to fat accumulations at this time is noticeable and is a good
deal easier to prevent than to correct after they have
occurred.
As to quality of food, the universal advice seems
to be to increase the so-called protective substances,
such as green vegetables and fruits, at the expense of
meat, eggs, bread and other starchy foods.
The advice of George Cheyne, given over one hundred and fifty years ago, summarizes \efy well the
modern dietetic viewpoint:
Every wise man after Fifty ought to begin and lessen at
least the quantity of his Aliment, and if he would continue free from great and dangerous Distempers and preserve his Senses and Faculties clear to the last, he ought
every seven years to go on abating gradually and sensibly,
and at last descend out of life as he ascended into it, even
into a Child's Diet.
1
Milton T. Hanke, Diet and Dental Health (University of Chicago
Press, Chicago, 1934).

CHAPTER XI
D I E T IN DISEASES
VARIOUS diseased conditions call for modifications
of the diet and in some of these diseases the diet is
truly the only form of treatment.
The basic principles of diet in disease, however,
are not different from those in health. A sick person
must still have enough energy, he must still have
enough protein, water, minerals and vitamins. The
modifications due to disease are very simple if we
keep these principles in mind.
It is not intended here to attempt to instruct a
patient with one of these diseases to treat himself,
but only to outline very briefly the general principles
of the dietetic management, in order to supplement
the instruction of the physician and to provide the
patient or his household dietitian with a convenient
reference to the articles of diet allowed.
The household dietitian should always strive to
make these diets varied and palatable. They are such
that from them simple meals, economic and adequate,
can be prepared. Also they recognize the foods
served to other members of the family and not too
many dishes need be served. The household dietitian
should always strive to arrange things so her patients
114
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will not echo the famous words: "Oh! yes, I know
what a diet is; it is what you don't eat."
A. NUTRITIONAL DISEASES

1. Diabetes
In diabetes mellitus the amount of insulin which
is produced in the body is diminished (see diagram,
page 38). Carbohydrate food, or glucose, is not
completely oxidized and passes off in the urine in
the form of glucose. This means that the nutrition of
the body suffers considerably and loss of weight is a
prominent sign of diabetes, the more noticeable, the
more severe the disease. Treatment under these conditions is to supply just as much carbohydrate as the
patient can oxidize and to increase the fat or protein
so that the deficiency in total caloric value is made
up.
Nearly all diabetics can metabolize some carbohydrate. Most of them can metabolize enough—100
to 200 grams—to allow them to go along and maintain their weight. When the glucose tolerance, as it
is called, is less than 100 (that is, when the diet can
contain no more than 100 grams of carbohydrate
daily), however, it is necessary to introduce insulin
artificially in the body. This is now possible. Insulin is put up in units and patients can be taught to
administer the proper number of units themselves.
Inasmuch as it involves the disagreeable necessity of
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administering two or three hypodermics a day, and
also because it is expensive, it is desirable to attempt
to keep diabetics going on diet alone without insulin.
In constructing a diabetic diet we have to consider
three things. First, we must know the amount of
carbohydrate that the patient can metabolize, called
the "glucose tolerance." This is done by putting the
patient on a weighed diet with a known amount of
carbohydrate—say 200 grams. The entire output of
urine for a day is saved and the total amount of sugar
it contains determined by qualitative analysis. If it
is 100 grams, the difference between it and the carbohydrate in the diet—100 grams—is the amount the
patient can actually utilize. It is the minimum
amount the diet should contain. This amount is given
in the form of carbohydrate but we must figure that
half the protein and 10 per cent of the fat will be
converted to carbohydrate in the process of nutrition.
It is possible, however, in most cases to construct a
formula in which the patient gets his full energy
requirement.
In the second place, we must furnish the diabetic
enough protein. This is easy; the diabetic has no
more difficulty in metabolizing protein than a normal person.
Third, we have to be sure that the relation between
the fats and the carbohydrates is proper. It will not
do to attempt to furnish the patient with his energy
requirement out of fats, if he cannot metabolize
enough carbohydrate to burn the fats completely, be-
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cause if this situation arises the fats will be incompletely burned and the intermediary products, the
ketone bodies or fatty acids, will circulate in the
blood and cause diabetic coma. The proper proportion of fats to carbohydrate is usually considered to
be 1^/2 to 1. Any fraction higher than this involves
the danger of diabetic coma and calls for the administration of insulin.
It is not the purpose of this book to provide complete instructions for the diabetic patient but only to
lay down a few principles. There are several extensive manuals written for diabetic patients, who should
be referred to such excellent ones as those of Joslin,
Wilder, John, McHenry and Cooper.1
A diabetic patient must learn to calculate and weigh
his food accurately. After he has taught himself the
amounts of different foods which represent different
amounts of carbohydrate, he can usually safely estimate the amounts of food that he needs.
The diabetic patient must also learn to analyze his
own urine for the presence of sugar. It is his guide
to improvement and the criterion of his condition.
To do this he should obtain glass test tubes, an alcohol lamp, a bottle of Benedict's solution, and some
medicine droppers. The test is done as follows:
Place 5 cc. of Benedict's solution in a test tube and
add 8 drops of urine; boil for two minutes over a
flame or for five minutes in a water bath and set aside
till cold. If sugar is present, the solution becomes
1

See Bibliography, page 199.
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opaque with a precipitate which may be green, yellow
or red, depending upon the amount of sugar present.
If no sugar is present the solution remains blue on
cooling.
It is important for a diabetic to remember that he
will probably never be cured but must stay on the
diet for life. This, in most cases, involves no hardship. If he stays on his diet, his glucose tolerance
will improve. If faithful to proper dietetic treatment
there is no reason why the diabetic should not live out
his normal expectancy of life.
Exercise is beneficial. Care of the skin—cleanliness, avoidance of bruises—must be especially strict
with the diabetic. The feet should be carefully shod
and protected (footstools).
In choosing carbohydrates for his diet, it is important that he choose those which are not readily
assimilated. The sugars, breadstuffs, and so on
contain too much concentrated carbohydrate. In
other words, 10 grams of carbohydrate given to
a diabetic in the form of a green vegetable, such
as asparagus or lettuce, will be more completely assimilated and used than if it is given in the form of
sugar or candy, which overwhelms the liver and is
cast off in the kidneys without being used. For this
reason it is valuable for the patient to have a table of
5, 10, 15 and 20 per cent vegetables and fruits, the
percentage representing the amount of carbohydrate
present. Most diabetics do well to limit themselves
to 5 and 10 per cent articles.

FOODS ARRANGED APPROXIMATELY ACCORDING TO PERCENTAGE OF CARBOHYDRATES

5 per cent

10 per cent

15 per cent

20 per cent

Green peas
Artichokes
Parsnips
Canned lima
beans

Potatoes
Shell beans
Baked beans
Green corn
Boiled rice
Boiled macaroni

Vegetables
Lettuce
Spinach
Sauerkraut
String beans
Celery
Asparagus
Cucumbers
Brussels
sprouts
Sorrel
Endive
Dandelions
Swiss chard
Sea-kale

Cauliflower
Tomatoes
Rhubarb
Egg-plant
Leeks
Beet greens
Water-cress
Cabbage
Radishes
Pumpkin
Kohl-rabi
Broccoli
Vegetable
marrow

Onions
Squash
Turnip
Carrots
Okra
Mushrooms
Beets

Fruits
Ripe olives
(20 per cent fat)
Grape-fruit

Lemons
Oranges
Cranberries
Strawberries
Blackberries
Gooseberries
Peaches
Pineapple
Watermelon

Apples
Plums
Pears
Bananas
Apricots
Blueberries
Cherries
Currants
Raspberries
Huckl'berries

Nuts
Butternuts
Pignolias

Brazil-nuts
Black walnut.
Hickory-nuts
Pecans
Filberts

Almonds
Walnuts
(English)
Beechnuts
Pistachios
Pine nuts

40 per cent: Chestnuts
Miscellaneous: Unsweetened and spiced pickles;
scallops, liver, fish roe
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SAMPLE DIABETIC D I E T *

Food Value: Carbohydrate, 98 grams; Protein, 75 grams;
Fat, 135 grams. Calories, lfi07.
Food

Amount

Oatmeal (uncooked)...
Eggs
Bacon (cooked)
Diaprotein bran muffin..
Butter
Cream, 20 per c e n t . . . .
Vegetables, 5 per cent..
Orange
Apple
Meat (cooked)
Cellu t pumpkin pie
Wholewheat bread

30 gm.
2
30 gm.
2
45 gm.
240 gm.
600 gm.
100 gm.
100 gm.
90 gm.
1/6 pie
50 gm.

Total

Carbohydrates Protein
20

....
....

....

9.6
18
10
15

5
12
5
11.8

....

3
22

4.8
6
1
1
24
2
3

97.6

75.6

....

Fat
2
12
15
3.6
37
48

....
....
15
3

135.6

* After A. D. HcHenry and M. Cooper, Diabetic Diet—A Handbook for
Diabetica (Harper Bros., New York, 1935). By courtesy of the Musson
Book Company, Toronto.
t Cellu is a cellulose substance with no food value or carbohydrate
(Diatetic Supply Co., Chicago, 111.)
OUTLINE OF DAILY MENU

Breakfast
Orange, 1 0 0 grains
Oatmeal, 30 grains
Eggs, 2
Bacon, 3 0 grams
Cream, 1 2 0 g r a m s
Butter, 10 grams
Diaprotein * bran muffin, 1
Coffee—saccharine
* Diaprotein flour contains no carbohydrate (The John Norton Co.
Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio). Other similar flours are Lister's
and Allenburg's.
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Dinner
Clear broth
Roast beef, 50 grams
5 per cent vegetables, 300 grams:
Cellu pumpkin pie, 1 serving
Cream, 60 grams; butter, 20 grams
Cellu or bran wafers
Whole wheat bread, 25 grams
Tea—saccharine

; Spinach, 150 grams
l™
. String beans, 150
grams

Supper
Cold meat, 40 grams
Fried eggplant, 150 grams
Head lettuce, 50 grams
Sliced tomato, 100 grams
Baked apple, 100 grams
Cream, 60 grams; butter, 15 grams
Diaprotein bran muffin, 1; wholewheat bread, 25 grams
Tea—saccharine
(For conversion tables of weights and measures to domestic measurements see page 197.)

Reckon actually available carbohydrates in vegetables of 5 per cent group as 3 per cent; of 10 per
cent group as 6 per cent.
Insulin is a clear fluid obtained from the pancreas,
the preparation of which has now become standardized. It is put up in ampuls with a certain number of
units per cc. One unit of insulin will burn about two
grams of carbohydrate. The deficiency in carbohydrate can, therefore, be supplied along with insulin
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at this ratio. Individuals vary somewhat in the
amount of carbohydrate that the insulin burns and
some little experimentation may have to be carried
out.
Insulin must be given hypodermically and the patient taught to administer it himself and, therefore,
taught the technic of sterilizing the hypodermic
syringe. It is usually given half an hour before
meals.
2.

Obesity, Overweight and Reducing Diets

Overweight unquestionably carries with it a definite
hazard. Life-insurance statistics show this: Those
who are overweight are liable to comparatively early
death; they develop high blood pressure, Bright's
disease and heart failure. Whether the overweight is
actually responsible for these conditions is debatable
but the association unquestionably exists.
There are many other reasons why overweight
should be controlled. It is uneconomic; overweight
people are unwieldy and uncomfortable, and they
constantly put a strain upon the delicate organs, such
as the heart and kidneys.
To reduce weight there are many plans and these
should be judged on the basis of one of two kinds of
overweight. First, there is the overweight due to too
much food and too little exercise, generally called
exogenous. Secondly, there is overweight which is
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constitutional, due perhaps to disturbed function of
the ductless glands and to the inherent characteristics
of the individual.
The first type is fairly simple to treat. It consists
in cutting down the total caloric value of the food,
especially in the fats and carbohydrates.
In former dietary plans, the reduction in the carbohydrates was stressed. Nowadays more emphasis is
put on reducing the fats.
Whatever diet he chooses, the overweight patient
should persist in it some time. For the first two weeks
of dieting water is retained in the body and little
total weight loss occurs. The diet should have adequate protein and vitamin content.
The second class is more difficult and opinion on
the subject is divided into two schools. One school
believes that these people have some quality in their
constitutional make-up which utilizes the fat they ingest more completely than other people. This is
shown by a case reported by Dr. Strauss of a young
woman thirty years old who weighed 210 pounds.
She was an experienced dietitian through the experience of having nursed her mother with diabetes. She
was used to food scales and calculating foods. She
attempted to reduce and for a period of four months
maintained a daily caloric intake which was usually
about 1,200 calories. In the meantime she was at
hard labor. At the end of this period she had lost
only two pounds.
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The other school, represented by another group
of physicians, believes that all obesity is of the same
type, it is all simple obesity, and that it can be corrected mathematically by diet. The diet which is
recommended, however, is so severe as to be hardly
practical, except under institutional supervision.
Typical low calorie diets which may be used for
obesity follow. One of the oldest is Banting's:
Breakfast, 8 A.M.: 150 to 180 gm. (5 to 6 oz.) meat or
broiled fish (not a fat variety of either); a small
biscuit or 30 gm. (1 oz.) dry toast; a large cup of
tea or coffee without cream, milk or sugar.
Dinner, 1 P.M.: Meat or fish as at breakfast, or any kind
of game or poultry, same amount; any vegetable except
those that grow underground, such as potatoes, parsnips, carrots or beets; dry toast, 30 gm. (1 oz.);
cooked fruit without sugar; good claret, 300 cc. (10
oz.) or Madeira or sherry.
Tea, 5 P.M.: Cooked fruit, 60 to 90 gm. (2 to 3 oz.); 1 or
2 pieces zwieback; tea, 270 cc. (9 oz.), without milk,
cream or sugar.
Supper, 8 P.M.: Meat or fish as at dinner, 90 to 120 cc.
(3 to 4 oz.); claret or sherry, water, 210 cc. (7 oz.).
Fluids restricted to 1,050 cc. (35 oz.) per day.

Galisch's Diet.—The idea of this cure is that most
of the food is taken early in the day and almost none
in the evening, so that during the night there is less
food to be absorbed, that is, during the period of
absolute bodily rest.
Early morning: Tea with white bread and butter.
10 A.M.: One egg with a little bread and butter.
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1 P.M.: Meat and vegetable, a little sauce, potato, salad
and stewed fruit.
Afternoon: Coffee with zwieback or white bread and a
little butter.
Evening: Small piece bread and butter. Little beer or
wine.

Harrop's Diet.—Of special schemes for reduction,
this milk and banana diet can be used to advantage.
Its principles are as follows:
Harrop found during the course of other studies that a
diet consisting of milk and bananas was effective for weight
reduction. He ascribes this partly to the fact that bananas
are filling—easily satiate appetite—and at the same time
are not high in caloric content (they contain no f a t ) ; and
partly to the fact that milk and bananas is a well-balanced
ration containing plenty of minerals and vitamins.
One of several plans may be used: (1) the combination
may be utilized for one or two meals with moderate restriction of the third; (2) it may be taken as the entire diet
for ten or fourteen days, then exchanged for a more varied
diet in which the weight loss is maintained but not increased.
When used as a continuous diet, one or two large bananas
are used with a glass (250 cc.) of whole milk for breakfast
and for lunch. For the evening meal the same is used if the
strict diet is followed (6 bananas and three glasses of milk
a day), or if the modified diet is followed the evening meal
may consist of a clear soup, a slice of lean meat (fish or
fowl), two or three portions of 5 per cent vegetables, a
slice of bread and butter, and a portion of uncooked fruit.
With the modified plan the diet contains 1,000 to 1,200
calories.
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3.

Underweight—High Calorie Diets

Theoretically, the treatment of underweight is the
opposite of the treatment of overweight. But here
the mathematical philosophers cannot make their
point so easily because there are undoubtedly some
people who simply cannot be stuffed enough to have
them gain weight.
A valuable diet to try for all these people is the
diet recommended by Dr. H. S. Carter. The object
considered is to get nourishing, concentrated foods,
with as little bulk as possible. It is given on pages
128 and 129.
B.

DIETS FOR DIGESTIVE DISTURBANCES

With digestive disturbances we do not have to
consider the energy content of the food but only its
roughness or smoothness. In other words, whether it
is irritating to the disordered digestion or stimulating
to a sluggish digestive process.
1.

Peptic Ulcer—Hyperacidity

The commonest form of indigestion due to disease
in the upper part of the digestive canal comes from
ulcer of the stomach or duodenum (both known as
"peptic ulcer") or to its near relative, increased
acidity of the stomach or increased secretion.
Whether this latter, hyperacidity, also indicates an
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ulcer is a matter of debate among physicians. Sometimes ulcers last a short time and heal up, manifesting themselves only by hyperacidity. For the practical dietitian this argument is unimportant because
the diets for both of them are the same.
The food for these cases must be of such quality
that it (1) does not stimulate the stomach to secrete
extra amounts and at the same time (2) neutralizes
as much of the acid gastric juice as possible because
it is undoubtedly the acid gastric juice that irritates
the surface of the ulcer causing the discomfort.
Diets for these conditions may be classified as
"strict" and "moderate." In general, the strict diet
is for the bed patient who has been severely ill, the
moderate diet for the ambulatory patient. They are
more complementary than contradictory because the
patient will usually graduate from a strict diet to a
moderate diet as his condition improves.
Strict Sippy Diet.—The best strict diet in my opinion is the Sippy diet for gastric ulcer, named after
Dr. Bertram W. Sippy who introduced it in 1915.
It is as follows:
7:00 A.M.

One and one-half ounces milk
mixed with one and one-half
ounces cream. Cool.
8:00 A.M. Ditto
2:00 P.M. Ditto
9:00 A.M. Ditto
3:00 P.M. Ditto
10:00 A.M. Ditto
4:00 P.M. Ditto
11:00 A.M. Ditto
5:00 P.M. Ditto
12:00 Noon Ditto
6:00 P.M. Ditto
1:00 P.M. Ditto
7:00 P.M. Ditto

FIVE THOUSAND CALORIE D I E T FOR FALL SEASON
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Adjuvants of the Sippy Diet for Ulcer.—During
the first stages of the treatment of gastric ulcer Sippy
recommended besides the above diet:
1. Rest in bed for three weeks. Ice-bag to the epigastrium.
At the bedside a table with a thermos bottle filled with the
milk-cream mixture, a glass, a teaspoon, some water, and
alkaline powders of calcium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate, and of magnesium oxide and sodium bicarbonate.
2. On the hour, with the milk and cream mixture, the
patient takes a powder containing magnesium oxide grains
10 and sodium bicarbonate grains 10.
3. Between each feeding at 7:30 A.M., 8:30 A.M., 9:30
A.M., and so on until evening the patient takes a powder
containing calcium carbonate grains 10 and sodium bicarbonate grains 30.
4. At 9:30 P.M. the stomach is aspirated and all its contents removed. This is a very important part of the treatment
as it frees the stomach from stagnating remnants and acid
gastric juice which will irritate the surface of the ulcer
during the long sleep period when no neutralizing substances are ingested. If during the course of the treatment
the amount of the gastric juice removed at this time falls
below 25 cubic centimeters this nightly aspiration can be
discontinued.
The strict Sippy diet is enforced for three weeks. Then
easily digested articles are gradually substituted, such as soft
boiled eggs, custards, toast, bacon, mashed potatoes, ice
cream, until the patient gradually reaches the ambulatory
diet described immediately below.

Follow-up Sippy Diet.—Moderate, easily digested,
non-stimulating, for ambulatory ulcer cases and
hyperacidity of the stomach:
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Cream vegetable soups—tomato, pea, celery, and so on.
Oatmeal and rice—these should be thoroughly boiled for
at least two hours in order to break up cellulose husks.
Should be served with cream and sugar.
Eggs—soft boiled, poached, coddled, scrambled.
Toast and toasted crackers
Custards
Potatoes—mashed and baked
Tapioca
Mashed peas, carrots
Wine jelly
Spinach
Rice pudding
Ice cream and ices
Orange juice

The meals should often be arranged into five or
six, daily, as food itself properly selected and prepared will neutralize the excess acid and tranquilize
the stomach. A glass of half milk and half cream is
a very good thing to order at or between meals. The
best food is lean, well-cooked meat, such as the breast
of a lean, broiled, spring chicken. Mashed potatoes,
eggs, thoroughly boiled oatmeal, and rice are examples of foods which are well borne by these patients.
Foods which are not well borne are spices, sour
foods, pickles, raw fruit, and the like, and sweets,
candy, molasses, pastries, cake, and the like (the
three S's—sweet, sour, spice). White bread should
always be toasted—gluten seems to stimulate the formation of hydrochloric acid. Fried foods are irritating.
2.

Achylia Gastrica—Atonic Dyspepsia

Dyspepsia of the atonic type in which there is a
diminution of the gastric secretion must be treated
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with a combination of foods which are mildly stimulating and also easily digested.
In achylia gastrica proper, the stomach secretion is
reduced or absent. Supplying this artificially in the
form of hydrochloric acid and pepsin will do more
good than diet. Most cases of achylia are associated
with anemia of the Addisonian type, where a liver
diet is indicated.
Allowed
Soups of any kind—consomme is stimulating;
cream soups easily digested.
Vegetable purees
Any lean meat
Cereals
Any sweet desserts
Stewed fruits or fruit juices
Tea, coffee and wine
Not

Allowed

All fat, except butter
Raw fruit
Hard bread
Pickles

3.

Cheese
Smoked meats
Fat meats
Game

Intestinal Diseases

Here we have every gradation between constipation and diarrhea and we must match these with every
gradation between a rough and a smooth diet.
a. Constipation.—Simple constipation, which covers
the majority of cases, is due to lack of sufficient residue in the diet. For such patients the following high
residue or rough diet can be recommended:
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Arrange your meals systematically and stick to your
schedule.
Drink plenty of water between meals.
Drink one or two glasses of hot water immediately on
arising.
Eat some fresh or cooked fruit every night before going
to bed—an apple, orange, pear or peach.
Soups: Meat broths, stock soups with vegetables.
Meats: Raw oysters, fresh fish, poultry, fresh meat of
almost any kind except pork.
Vegetables: Spinach, peas, green corn, string beans,
cauliflower, cabbage, lettuce, celery, onions and tomatoes.
Cereals: Oats, Wheatena, mush (graham or corn meal),
hominy grits (cereals are better cooked with % bran).
Breads: Bran, whole wheat, graham, rye, corn.
Fats: Olive oil, butter and bacon.
Fruits: Prunes, dates, figs, raisins, oranges, apples, berries with seeds, peaches, melons.
Fluids: Water in abundance, weak coffee, new cider, unfermented grape juice, buttermilk.
Cake.- Gingerbread, gingersnaps.
Desserts: Ices, light apple, date or fig puddings, gelatins,
agar-agar.
Miscellaneous: Marmalade, honey, molasses in moderate
amounts.
Avoid: Tea, cocoa, chocolate, spirituous liquors, rice,
tapioca, Farina, pineapple, cheese, nuts, sweet milk, eggs,
salt fish or meats, rich puddings or pastries, fried foods.
Remarks: Two glasses of water (hot or cold) taken before
breakfast and fruit before retiring are especially beneficial.
Balance the meals, that is, have variety each time, using
meat, vegetables, fruits, and so on, with each meal.

b. Diarrhea.—Diarrhea may be an acute simple
diarrhea due to the ingestion of some irritating or
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contaminated food. Or it may be chronic and simple
due to irritable intestinal reflexes. Or it may be due
to infection by bacteria or parasites (as amoebic
dysentery).
For simple diarrhea and irritable bowels, the following smooth diet may be recommended:
Cream vegetable soups—tomato, pea, celery, and so on.
Oatmeal and rice—these should be thoroughly boiled for
at least two hours in order to break up cellulose husks.
Should be served with cream and sugar.
Eggs—soft boiled, poached, coddled, scrambled
Toast and toasted crackers
Potatoes—mashed and baked
Mashed peas, carrots
Spinach
Ice cream and ices
Custards
Tapioca
Wine jelly
Rice pudding
Orange juice
Avoid fried foods, meat of all kinds, fruit, vegetables with
a heavy residue, salads, highly spiced foods and butter.

For severe acute diarrhea only liquid and soft foods
should be allowed, such as cream soups, bread and
butter, poached, boiled or scrambled eggs, milk,
mashed potatoes, lean meats.
c. Colitis.—In between a simple constipation and
diarrhea, no matter what the cause, there are conditions from which many patients suffer. They may
be called "false constipation." Of late the word
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''colitis" has been attached to them. ("Colitis," of
course, strictly means an infection of the colon from
parasites such as amoeba, amoebic dysentery or the
bacillus of dysentery. These are so severe that the
patient will always come into the hands of a
physician.)
The most usual picture which this condition of
colitis presents is that of an individual who feels as
if he were always constipated. In response to this
sensation he is constantly taking cathartics or rough
foods, such as bran, which overirritate the inside of
his bowel. It is this irritation which causes the sensation of fullness or the presence of material in the
bowel. In other words, the sensation of constipation
is felt.
Instead of the diet filled with roughage which these
patients usually prescribe for themselves, they do
much better on a smooth diet as follows:
Foods Allowed:
Beverages: Buttermilk, weak coffee, fruit juices, Kaffee
Hag, milk, postum, weak tea.
Soups: Any kind of meat soup (strained), tomato soup,
vegetable soup (strained); cream soups made with cream
and pureed vegetables.
Breads: White bread, rye bread, plain rolls, toast or
crackers, zweiback.
Eggs: Coddled, hard cooked, poached, raw, soft cooked,
or scrambled over water.
Fats: Butter, cream, oil and oleomargarine.
Cereals: Cornflakes, corn meal, Cream of Wheat, Farina,
grapenuts, malt breakfast food, oatmeal, Ralston's, rice,
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puffed rice, puffed wheat, shredded wheat biscuit, Wheatena.
Desserts: Apple snow, apricot whip, bread pudding, cornstarch pudding, custard, fruit gelatin, junket, prune whip,
rice pudding, fruit tapioca, ice cream, plain cake, plain
cookies.
Fruits: Cooked—apples, apricots, cherries, peaches, pears,
plums; dried and stewed—apricots, figs, prunes; fresh—
apricots, avocado pears, grape-fruit, muskmelon, oranges,
peaches, pears, plums; juices—cherry, grape juice, grapefruit, loganberry, orange, pineapple, strawberry.
Vegetables: Cooked—pureed asparagus, lima beans, carrots, cauliflower, corn, dandelion greens, onions, peas,
pumpkin, spinach, squash, swiss chard, tomatoes, Irish
potatoes; fresh—endive, lettuce, parsley, romaine, tomatoes
and watercress.
Salads: Made with any of the allowed fruits and vegetables.
Salad dressings: Cream salad dressing, French dressing,
fruit salad dressing, mayonnaise or liquid petrolatum
dressing.
Meats: Chicken, lamb, scraped beef, crisp bacon (salt
pork, for flavoring only).
Fish: Any kind, baked or boiled.
Cheese: Cottage cheese or cream cheese.
Miscellaneous: Small amount of pimento may be used.
Cocoa and chocolate may be used for flavoring.
Foods to Avoid:
Eat only small servings of meat or fish.
Do not eat fried food.
Do not eat whole wheat, bran or graham bread.
Do not use any of the bran cereals.
Do not eat pastry or doughnuts.
Do not eat any vegetables or fruit except the ones included in the list of allowed fruits and vegetables.
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Do not use boiled milk, cocoa or milk soups.
Do not eat candy or nuts.2

d. Mucous Colitis.—Mucous colitis is a severe form
of intestinal disturbance which consists of acute attacks of pain, accompanied by the passage of large
amounts of mucus. It is more of a nervous and
constitutional than local and intestinal disease.
Dietetic treatment alone will not relieve it.
4. Disease of the Liver
Jaundice.—Fat is not digested unless bile is present in the intestine. In the presence of jaundice of
the obstructive type a fat-free diet should be given
until the jaundice is relieved. Such a diet is as
follows:
Soups: Stock soups, meat broths, from which all fat has
been removed.
Vegetables: Fresh and cooked, except peas, carrots and
sweet vegetables.
Fruits: Oranges, lemons, grape-fruit, unsweetened stewed
fruits.
Cereals: Wheat, barley and rice cereals; sago and
tapioca.
Fluids: Water, orange- and lemonades; whey or skimmed
milk sometimes allowed; weak tea or coffee.
Breads: White, graham, rye, toast; crackers.
Meats: Lean beef, lamb, chicken, squab, white or lean
fish (small amounts).
Desserts: Gelatins and fruits.
2
From C. D. Christie, A. J. Beams and E. M. Geraghty, "Dietary
Suggestions," Journal of the American Medical Association (1930).
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5.

Diseases of the Kidneys and Arteries

The kidneys excrete such end-products of digestion
as water, salt and nitrogen. In the presence of kidney disease these products are not excreted and tend
to accumulate in the blood or tissues. When dropsy
is present water and salt are usually reduced in the
diet. In the more chronic form of kidney disease a
low protein diet is advocated. It contains 25 grams
of protein and furnishes 1,278 calories.3 Such a
diet is given in the table.
L o w PROTEIN D I E T FOR CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASES

a See table, page 119.
3
Note: Diets of this kind should be prescribed by a physician
and used under his directions.
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Basic Diet.—In many cases of degeneration of the
arteries with high blood pressure and slight kidney
change, it is advocated that those foods which burn
to an acid ash should be reduced in favor of those
which burn to a basic ash. Such foods are as follows:
Acid
Bread, white,
whole wheat
Corn, sweet,
dried
Crackers
Cranberries
Eggs

Foods

Egg white
Egg yolk
Fish—haddock,
pike
Meat—beef, lean;
chicken; frog;
pork, lean;
rabbit; veal

Oysters
Oatmeal
Peanuts
Prunes, plums
Rice

Basic Foods
Almonds
Apples
Asparagus
Bananas
Beans—dried;
lima, dried
Beets
Cabbage

Carrots
Cauliflower
Celery
Chestnuts
Currants, dried
Lemons
Lettuce
Milk, cow's

Muskmelon
Oranges
Peaches
Peas, dried
Potatoes
Radishes
Raisins
Turnips

A BASIC (ALKALINE) DIET (AS SERVED)

Breakfast
Baked Apple with Cream
Bacon
V<& slice toast
Jelly
1 glass orange juice

Butter
1 glass milk
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Lunch

Baked stuffed potato
Combination salad
Y2 slice bread
Butter
Iced cantaloup
1 glass orange juice

Beets in cream
Olives
1 glass milk

Dinner
Cream of spinach soup
Escalloped potatoes
Buttered peas and carrots
% slice bread
Butter
Olives
California fruit salad
Apricot ice cream
1 glass orange juice
Nuts
Raisins

6. Fever Diets
In the presence of fever the dietitian must have as
his object the nourishment of the patient without embarrassing the digestion of the patient. In long continued fevers the practice nowadays is to use what is
called the high caloric diet. The principles of this
diet are:
1. The caloric requirements of a man with fever are a
little higher than his normal caloric requirements.
2. The digestion of the patient with fever is quite as
efficient as the normal individual's.
3. The protein requirement of the body under fever conditions is probably higher than under normal conditions.
4. The greatest amount of our caloric intake in fever
should be in the form of carbohydrates because the carbohydrates are the great sparers of protein.
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An example of liberal feeding in typhoid fever is
as follows:
Calories
6 A.M. Milk 4 oz. with cream 2 oz
195
8 A.M. Strained gruel, cream 2% oz. 100 gm. 175
1 soft cooked egg
60
Toast 1 slice, well moistened
73
Butter 10 gm
72
Cocoa 6 oz
155
10 A.M. Milk 4 oz. with cream 2 oz
195
12 M. Cream soup 200 cc
250
Toast 1 slice
73
Butter 10 gm
72
Gelatin 60 gm
40
Cocoa 6 oz
155
2 P.M. Egg-nog 1 egg, 4 oz. milk
195
4 P.M. Junket or soft pudding 4 oz
130
6 P.M. Strained gruel, cream 2 oz. 100 g m . . . 175
Toast 1 slice
73
Butter 10 gm
72
1 soft cooked egg
60
Custard 60 gm
80
Cocoa 6 oz
155
8 P.M. Milk 4 oz. with cream 2 oz
195
12 P.M. Strained gruel 100 gm., cream 2V2 oz.. 175
Milk 4 oz. with cream 2 oz
195
4 A.M. Milk 4 oz. with cream 2 oz.
195
Daily total
3,180

7. Convalescent Diets

Hospitals usually distinguish the following diets—
liquid, soft, light and general—for various classes
of patients, depending upon their period of conva-
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lescence from surgical operation or serious disease.
Examples of these are as follows:
1. Liquid Diet: Feeding every two hours, 6 ounces each.
Meat broths
Tea
Meat juices
Coffee
Strained soups
Cocoa (if permitted)
Fruit juices with water
Milk (if permitted)
Albuminized drinks
Bulgarian milk
Cereal gruels
2. Soft Diet: Feedings every three hours.
Any liquid food
Eggs—soft cooked
Cream soups
Milk toast—butter
Milk—whole and
Stewed fruits—well cooked
Bulgarian
and strained
Custards
Cottage cheese
Junkets
Tapioca
Ice cream and ices
Rice
Gelatin
Blanc mange
Cereals
3. Light Diet: A. Any liquid food or foods on Soft Diet:
Vegetables, puree of
Potatoes, baked or mashed
Desserts: Tapioca, rice, cornstarch puddings, prune whip
Bread: White and whole wheat
Fruits: Fresh and stewed; baked apples
Jellies and preserves
4. Light Diet: B. Light Diet A with the addition of:
Meats:
Chicken
Sweetbreads
Lamb chops
Tender steak
Fish and oysters
All cooked vegetables

CHAPTER

XII

FOOD FADS

IN the Science News Letter for October 29, 1932,

the President of the New Mexico State Teachers College reported on his investigation of the prevalence of
magical thinking among the parents and teachers of
elementary school pupils. He concluded that 59 per
cent of the population and 32 per cent of the teachers
believed that eating fish improves the brain.
Men have always been fascinated by the possibilities of what the food they take into their insides can
do to them. It does seem reasonable that if they
thrive and grow on the substance of this stuff that
goes into their maws it must have powers both for
good and evil. That if one is ill it is because of the
evil things some food did and if they could only
change it and get the right food, all would be wellIndeed, why is it not possible that they have been
eating the wrong food all their lives and old age and
all its accompanying disabilities might be averted if
the diet were changed?
So they arrange a little pet diet. It may have such
a foundation as that in the mountains of the Balkans
people live to a great age because they drink goat's
milk. Whatever it is there is great faith in the diet.
And faith moves mountains and creates expectancy.
143
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They are jubilant; they are certain they feel better;
it is all due to the diet.
This has been going on always. The monks of
Salerno in the twelfth century got up a diet as a part
of their regimen of health. So did the Romans. So
did the Greek physicians. It will probably always go
on.
In most instances the diets do no harm even if the
extravagant claims of their advocates cannot be substantiated. In other cases, they are fantastic and
positively harmful.
One might suppose that since the science of nutrition and food chemistry has been brought to such a
state of completeness and almost mathematical accuracy, these fanciful ideas would tend to disappear.
But one reckons without human nature. It is one of
the pessimistic facts about this world that truth does
not necessarily rout superstition—and that in the very
face of a splendid body of enlightened and vivifying
fact, men will deliberately line themselves up on the
side of error.
In the case of dietetics, indeed, the multitude of
valuable observations that have been made have actually provided weapons for the faddists. If one hears
only about the vitamins and only part of that, he may
get it into his head that if one eats more and more
vitamins, he will be more and more vital. So we have
nearly as many sects in dietetics as have the Hindus.
Never was a better illustration of the danger of a
little learning.
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The way of complete truth here, as everywhere, is
indeed hard. And truth does not promise to save.
Only to set you free. Most of our fellow creatures do
not care to take the trouble to examine all sides of
the new science of nutrition: so when some charlatan
waves before them the gaudy promise that if they will
just eat so-and-so they will live forever, what wonder
they fall in line? But if only they wouldn't sing
"Hosannah" so loud while they are doing so.
I have hoped that a careful consideration of the evidence in this little book would save its readers from
such errors. And even provide them with the means
of seeing the foolishness of the half-baked nostrums
of food fads.
There isn't time in the world to examine all the
food fads—and even if you could destroy one by
logic, which you can't, another would spring up—but
it is an amusing pastime to recall some parts of this
chapter in human stupidity.
Some of our commonest English words are the
tombstones of food fads—"Salisbury steak" is so
named because a man named Salisbury became enthusiastic about the idea that all meat must be finely
ground before it can be digested. "Graham bread"
is so named because a man named Graham thought
that all the life-giving qualities of bread were removed in the milling process.
Sylvester Graham promised his generation that
they would live to be a hundred if they ate whole
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wheat bread, ate it himself, and inconsiderately died
at fifty-seven.
He had lived energetically. There is just a suspicion that he might not inappropriately be called
insane. He was trained for the ministry but temporarily gave up holy orders for the stage. In the
course of time the church forgave this lapse from
grace and he was ordained. His relations with his
various congregations were not very peaceful. He
was too much interested in the things of this world.
Nor did he remain for any length of time interested
in any one secular matter.
His rapidly revolving enthusiasm finally terminated in his violent advocacy of whole wheat bread.
This began in 1829. So heated did the arguments
on the subject become that in 1847 a riot broke out
between the bakers of Boston and Graham's followers,
which required the constabulary to be called out.
It is well to recall these personal characteristics of
the originator of Graham bread. A study of the
character of the advocate would go a long way in
clarifying the atmosphere about food fads. We do
not remember the details of his irritable mind, but
Graham bread goes marching on.
There are still many who assert as if they had the
unequivocal approval of every branch of science behind them, that whole wheat bread is far healthier
than white bread.
Their argument is based on the facts that the whole
wheat flour contains the outer shell of the wheat
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grain, which contains vitamin B and is also roughage.
Now we have seen in our discussions earlier in this
book that undoubtedly vitamin B is necessary to
health, and also that roughage or bulk is one of the
highly desirable features of a balanced diet. So the
argument looks very good.
The trouble with it is that it does not take other
facts into account. Those facts are that our ordinary
diet contains plenty of vitamin B outside of the shell
of the wheat (in yeast, for instance, which is present
in white bread) and that it also contains plenty of
roughage. We do not live exclusively on bread.
Even the logic of the position is not unassailable,
because if the shell of the wheat (bran) acts as
roughage, it is rapidly removed from the bowel, and
the vitamin B does not have a chance to be absorbed.
Let us turn the full light of science on the matter.
First, as regards the value of bran as roughage.
Bran is quite irritating, especially to some people.
Alvarez, from a large clinical experience at the Mayo
clinic, concluded that many people who had been
using bran or whole wheat bread in large quantity
on account of its "roughage" value were actually being made sick by it, a viewpoint which was confirmed
by the result of a questionnaire he sent out to a number of physicians.
On the nutritional side of the picture we may quote
Robert McCarrison1 who states that white bread has
a higher nutritive value than brown bread because
1

British Medical Journal, Vol. II (1929), p. 913.
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less of it is lost in the intestines. Children, he found,
are particularly intolerant to the high cellulose
roughage of brown bread. Harriet Morgan2 says:
"It is doubtful whether the laxative potency of cellulose counterbalances its detrimental effect on mineral
retention. The wisdom of giving a high roughage
diet to children and subjects under conditions of marginal mineral intake is severely questioned."
The advocates of brown bread as a health food lay
all the blame for the opposition upon the millers and
bakers. The actual fact is the baker would just as
soon make brown bread as white. The only objection
he has is that he finds people cannot be made to eat
brown bread—that is, practically no one but the faddists. So if only brown bread were offered the public would be deprived of a wholesome and nutritious
article of food.
For those who believe that white bread actually
does harm—they even go so far as to say it causes
cancer—there should be nothing but a short shrift.
If white bread is harmful, so is brown bread, because
they are exactly the same except that in one the bran
has been removed. As a French physician, Norhardt,3 says:
By its pleasant odor and flavor, good, well-baked white
bread is an appetizer of the first order, in which the crust
especially plays a major role. This appetizing quality of
•Journal of the American Medical Association, Vol. 103 (1934),
p. 995.
3
La Vie Medicate, Vol. Ill (1927), p. 263.
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bread is an important asset to the physiology of the digestive
tract. The porosity of white bread, a quality not possessed
by brown or bran bread, is of exceeding importance. Its
quality of absorbing fluids, especially the fatty emulsions
along the digestive tract, is a great help to the individual,
placing bread topmost on the list of foods for human
beings. White bread is almost entirely digested, which is
not true of brown or bran bread.

Fasting
The natural tendency of a reformer is to say
"Don't." It must seem to many patients that the
natural tendency of their doctors is to forbid them
from having anything they really want. It would be
strange if this propensity, alike of reformer and
healer, did not afflict, at times, the diet faddist and,
of course, the extreme limit of dietary prohibition
is fasting.
Now, it must be admitted that there is a great deal
to be said for fasting—within limits. Undoubtedly
in this day of plenty (so far as everything but work
and money is concerned) we are tempted to eat far
above our caloric needs. And especially as the years
go on, we fail to realize that we are not so active, that
the machine is not using up so many calories, and
we mistake desire for actual appetite. Under such
circumstances a fast is a very good thing—for perhaps a day.
It gives the works a chance to rest, and to clean
out the clinkers. And, indeed, Nature and Instinct
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have always been on the side of fasting. The animal,
enforced to, fasts through the winter. The sick dog
has sense enough not to eat. The practical wisdom
of those who founded religions set aside fast days so
the mind and spirit might be clear.
But the faddist cannot let these very sensible limitations alone. He has to have something colossal and
exaggerated—a forty-day fast is about the least that
will satisfy him.
The outstanding American protagonist of fasting is
Upton Sinclair. Mr. Sinclair is best known perhaps
for his socialistic-political opinions. Undoubtedly he
is a kind and tender-hearted man and one cannot but
feel at sympathy with him in many ways. He hates
ugly things—suffering and poverty and disease. So
do we all. He wants to end them. So do we all.
But Mr. Sinclair always believes he can do it by some
hocus-pocus, by a sort of magic. And as is so often
the case with men of his sort, terribly sincere, but
with a badly proportioned or wholly unreliable set
of scientific data, he makes downright promises in
order to have his schemes—either political or medical
—adopted. Such promises, as experience proves, are
usually unfulfillable.
Mr. Sinclair seems to have obtained most of his inspiration from a Dr. Dewey who long ago published
a book called The No-Breakfast Cure. I remember
very well a review of the book by a brilliant scholar
who was not an M.D., Harry Thurston Peck, Editor
of The Bookman. The No-Breakfast Cure was em-
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bellished with photographs of Dr. Dewey's patients.
Dr. Peck remarked that some of them looked as if
going without breakfast would do them a world of
good, but that some looked as if they needed several
breakfasts in rapid succession.
That is just the point to this, as to so many diet
schemes—they do not take into account individual
differences between people. And those for whom
fasting, we will say, is utterly unfitted become enthusiastic and take it up with ardor, doing themselves
much harm.
For instance, Mr. Sinclair instanced this case: "By
way of setting an ideal before you, I will give you
the example of a young lady who for four or five
months has been living in our home, and giving us
a chance to observe her dietetic habits. This young
lady three years ago was an anemic school-teacher,
threatened with consumption, and a victim of continual colds and headaches; miserable and beaten,
with an exophthalmic goiter which was slowly choking her to death."
Is that the kind of case one would select for a
fasting cure? What an example would it be for
other people of the same kind? Anemia, tuberculosis and exophthalmic goiter—provided the diagnoses were correct in this case, and he furnishes no
evidence on which to judge—are certainly conditions
that call for overnutrition, not under. Perhaps this
patient was hardy enough to stand fasting or perhaps she was not organically ill but a neurotic. What
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harm can be done to those who are really ill with
these diseases, when they read the gaudy claims he
sets forth for fasting.
"There are sanitariums in this country," writes
Sinclair, "where you may find hundreds of people
fasting and where twenty or thirty-day fasts occasion
no more remark than a good golf score at a summer
hotel."
Twenty or thirty days is a long time. And fasting
over that length of time has a distinct risk attached
to it. The fasters forget one of their standard dietfad bugaboos, "acidosis." Here is Mr. Sinclair's
comment on a man, who weighed three hundred and
eighty-five pounds, and who fasted for ninety days:
"This is a new record—though I sometimes wonder
if it is quite fair to call it 'fasting' when a man is
simply living upon an internal larder of fat."
Exactly, and we should know from our study of the
fat-carbohydrate balance (see pages 48 to 50) that
living on fat alone is the surest way to bring on
acidosis.
A few years ago a party of enthusiasts were persuaded by some fanatic to go on the "Fast to End
Disease" or some such catch title. They were to go
into the "fastnesses" of the Colorado mountains, and
fast for forty days. The experiment was abruptly
terminated by the death of one of the party. How
did Mr. Sinclair's tender heart feel about that?
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Aluminium Cooking Utensils
This remarkable example of mass paranoia must
be classified as a food fad.
How or where or by whom the idea that aluminium
in food would cause various diseases and that food
cooked in aluminium utensils would be impregnated
with aluminium, started I cannot tell but it soon gained
many adherents. I quote some of their statements:
A possible source of chronic poisoning is aluminum.
Cooking utensils made of this metal are in almost universal
use and quantities of baking powder containing salts of
aluminum are exposed for sale in our shops. A few months
ago we thought that quite a discovery had been made when
it was found that all foods cooked in aluminum receptacles
greatly increased the cancer reactions. All baking powder
containing alum compounds had the same effect; they were
inimical to the cancer patient (Olds). 4
Dr. Betts [Dr. Charles T. Betts of Toledo, Ohio] computes that the average person whose food is cooked in
aluminum ware, and whose bread is baked with an alum
baking powder, consumes four to five grains of aluminum
salts at each meal, or twelve to fifteen grains a day, and
this every day in the year. If this is one of the sources of
chronic poisoning, which is cancer-producing, can we wonder that this disease is increasing by leaps and bounds? 5

It is astonishing how impervious to argument are
people who hold such views. If you find a person
4
Charles L. Olds, M.D., quoted by Henry Victor Clay, "Cancer and
Aluminum Poisoning," Plain Talk Magazine.
5
Clay, toe. cit.
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who thinks that all disease is imaginary, that God did
not intend disease to occur in the world, and that it
is, therefore, only the result of our evil thoughts, it is
obvious that a rational pathologist cannot attempt to
debate with him. There is no use telling him about
the structure or habits of a cancer because he blandly
says it doesn't exist. But these aluminium people do
not fall in that class. They recognize cancer: so you
would think they would pay some attention to the
methods of making a diagnosis, the determination of
its existence in a given case, the statistics of its incidence. They recognize chemical formulas or they
wouldn't talk about five grains of aluminium: so
you would think that if a chemical analysis showed
that five grains of aluminium passed through the
body unchanged and unabsorbed, they would listen.
But they don't. They only reply that the observer was
prejudiced.
A fixed idea like that, especially a false fixed idea,
acts like a foreign body in the stream of consciousness.
Every idea in the stream impinges and swirls about
the foreign body.
To refute the aluminists' theory is absurdly easy,
supposing you are open to logic.
Precautions Taken before Aluminium Was Put on
the Market.—In 1893, about the time aluminium was
first employed commercially for cooking utensils, an
investigation by the Hygienic-Chemical Laboratories
of the Friedrich-Wilhelm Institute of Berlin, was conducted by Plagge and Lebbin. They fed two men
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over a period of one and a half years, meals prepared
exclusively in aluminium utensils. The men remained
perfectly well and gained weight. They conclude:
"Results show that the use of such vessels from a
sanitary standpoint is entirely unobjectionable."
Do Foods Corrode Aluminium?—Analysis of foods
for three meals cooked in aluminium utensils showed
that the total amount of aluminium in the food was
0.18 grains. Research conducted by E. E. Smith,
M.D., shows that most people eat from 93 to 123
grains of aluminium a day, 500 times as much as is
present in the foods mentioned.
Aluminium in Ordinary Food.—If it were true that
aluminium in food is poisonous and causes cancer,
the race would be extinct. It is practically impossible
to prepare an aluminium-free diet. The earth's crust
contains 8 per cent aluminium as compared with 5
per cent iron and 3 per cent calcium.
Dr. C. W. Edmunds, Professor of Materia Medica
at the University of Michigan Medical School, said
in testimony before the Federal Trade Commission in
1924 that "aluminium is an element which is widespread in nature, in the soil and in plants, and, therefore, in drinking water and practically all foods.
People take daily in their food and drink a considerable amount of aluminium, so much so that the trace
which may be added by preparing the food in aluminium utensils cannot possibly be of any importance."
How Much Aluminium That We Eat Is Absorbed?
—E. E. Smith worked with four subjects—two men,
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a woman, and a boy twelve years old. He found out
how much aluminium was present in their food and
how much could be recovered from the feces. His
actual figures showed that on an average 99.9 per
cent of the ingested aluminium is cast out of the
body by the bowels.
Does Ingestion of Aluminium Cause Cancer?—Most
hospitals do not believe so because hundreds of
hospital kitchens are equipped with aluminium, including the Palmer Memorial Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts, an institution for the treatment of cancer
and other chronic diseases. There is no evidence
whatever that cancer is commoner in people who eat
from aluminium vessels than in others.
Constipation and Acidity and Nature's Foods
Food faddists, for all their reiterated claims that
they have discovered something brand new, are singularly monotonous and unoriginal. Over and over
again, the same old ideas crop up in their doctrines.
No matter how new the name of the system, one system after another comes along and on analysis yields
the same hackneyed fundamental junk. They are
always saying the medical profession is set in its
ways, opposed to change, unwilling to investigate, but
the seething tide of brand new thoughts and facts
brought fonvard by the medical profession looks brilliantly and kaleidoscopically fresh compared with
their shop-worn goods.
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The tenets of the food faddist, which have served
him and all his predecessors for generation after generation, are that all human disease is due to the accumulation of toxins from constipation and the
accumulation of acids, and this can be corrected by
using Nature's foods.
Constipation, that root of all evil, is dressed up in
gaudy raiment, as "Intestinal Sewage." The victim
is made to feel that he is a cesspool. The remedies
are "Intestinal Gardening," "Flushing Out the
Sewer," and so on. The cause of constipation is
in some mysterious way linked with eating meat, or
eating protein and carbohydrate together.
Even those who are not constipated are made to
feel guilty. One bowel movement a day will not
do: you must have three. And eat grass and hay like
a cow to do it, until you moo as you defecate.
Here is, for instance, the statement of Sir William
Arbuthnot Lane: "Gentlemen, I will never have cancer, I will never die of cancer: and what I am doing
to prevent it any one can do. . . . After all, there is
but one disease—defective drainage."
One must admit that a man has the courage of his
convictions, when he makes a statement like that, for
after all he might just happen to develop cancer.
The pity of it is that Sir Arbuthnot, even though a
medical man, was not immune to the toxin of faddism. He got to advocating the removal of the entire
large bowel, surgically. Being a brilliant surgeon
himself he did it often—and reasonably successfully.
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But nobody knows how much suffering his performances caused. I used to watch him in the surgical amphitheater of Guy's Hospital, London. A
really sound practitioner who used to accompany me
never got farther than London Bridge on his way back
without vomiting: "I just can't help it," he would
apologize, "seeing all those nice people having their
guts out."
Less sane Americans with a surgical bent came
home and began to do some operations of this kind
on their own account. I saw some of those, too, and
I was in a better position to see what happened to the
patients—"On Charles' head the grass is growing."
Those that survived were, almost without exception,
chronic invalids of the most pathetic description—
most of them with an intractable diarrhea which made
their lives miserable. So that it would seem as if
Nature had placed the large intestine where it is for
some purpose.
Now, naturally, I am not saying that constipation
is harmless. But it can be made a fad of. As a
matter of fact, it does not do nearly the harm it is
supposed to. There are many people who have a
bowel movement only every two or three days who
have ceased to worry about it and are perfectly healthy
and efficient. The large intestine does not permit
absorption through its walls to any great extent. And
it is perfectly impossible to keep it always clean.
No matter how much you flush or wash or sweep it out
with cathartics or roughage, there will always be
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fecal matter entering it from the upper digestive tract.
As to acidosis, the food faddists have the most naive
ideas about that. They do not seem to realize that
with modern biochemistry we can measure the amount
of acidity to the finest decimal point. And none of
their claims about the acidity of the body are ever
supported by any such evidence. They warn against
acid-forming foods that we know do not produce
acidity. The reader will be in a good position to
judge of the claims of acidity food faddists on reading the pages in this book on the acid-base balance
of the body.
The Hay Diet
At present one of the most popular diet plans is
that known as the "Hay Diet." In spite of the fact
that it is offered to the public with a show of the most
solemn scientific authority, that it has attracted
thousands of intelligent and apparently educated
people to enthusiastic advocacy, I believe it is a halfbaked unscientific food fad.
Its general principles are set out in a book called
Health via Food by William Howard Hay.6 The
frontispiece of this volume is adorned with the lineaments of Oliver Cabana, Jr., LL.D. I am sorry that
it was thought fit to place Dr. (of Laws, I presume
the LL. stands for, not medicine) Cabana's physiognomy in this place: he does not look like a great
8

Sun-Diet Health Foundation, East Aurora, N. Y.
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philosopher. Dr. Cabana writes a preface and seems
to have been the discoverer of the system. When,
in the final chapter of the book, called "The Practical
Applications" we read: "From the very first the
Foundation has been under the direction of experienced and skilled business men, men who have succeeded in other lines of endeavor" we understand
something of the real reasons why this Boon to Mankind has been so ardently pressed. "Dr." Cabana 7
succeeded in life as president and treasurer of the
Liquid Veneer Corporation of Buffalo: this would
not be accepted in scientific circles as proper training
for original research in dietetics.
Dr. William Howard Hay, whose name has managed to become attached to the diet, came into the
picture (again my authority is the Journal of the
American Medical Association) when he was appointed medical director of the Sun-Diet Sanatorium.
The J.A.M.A. thus sketches his career:
William Howard Hay, according to our records, was born
in 1866, and holds a diploma from the Medical Department of the University of the City of New York, 1891. He
was licensed in Pennsylvania the same year and, by endorsement, in New York in 1920. Dr. Hay for a time was a member of his local medical society, but in 1930 his local society
informed the American Medical Association that Dr. Hay
had resigned just before charges of unethical advertising were
to be preferred against him. He seems to have practiced in
Youngsville, New Castle and Corry, Pa., and he has claimed
7
According to the Journal of the American Medical Association,
Vol. II, No. 8, p. 96.
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that for a few years he was the surgeon for the American
Tinplate Company of New Castle, Pa. He went to Buffalo,
N. Y., about 1921. In Pennsylvania he seems to have operated what was known as the Hay Rest Cure, for a clipping from a newspaper published in 1918 in Corry, Pa.,
recorded that Dr. Hay had introduced "a special service
department for the cure of hay fever cases."
The American Medical Liberty League, which, as our
readers know, is an organization devoted to the blackguarding of the American Medical Association in particular and
of scientific medicine in general, sells a number of leaflet
reprints. One of these is an article by William Howard
Hay entitled Who are the Quacks? in which Dr. Hay develops the thesis that the quacks are not the food faddists,
the cultists, the "drugless healers," the chiropractors, the
naturopaths or the seventh-sons-of-seventh-sons, but are the
members of the regular medical profession.
Dr. Hay appears to have been active some years ago in
the American Association for Medico-Physical Research,
another of the "twilight-zone" organizations. This concern
was dealt with at some length by the Bureau of Investigation in an article published in The Journal of Sept. 19,
1925. Dr. Hay was also prominent in the so-called Defensive Diet League of America being a member of its "Medical Advisory Board." The Bureau of Investigation published
an article on that concern in The Journal of June 20, 1925.
More recently Dr. Hay seems to have joined that group of
faddists who obtain publicity by disseminating propaganda
against the use of aluminum cooking utensils.
Dr. Hay seems to have gone into what the showmen call
"big time stuff" when he became medical director of the
East Aurora Sun and Diet Sanatorium, which is operated
from East Aurora, N. Y., a suburb of Buffalo. This sanatorium was incorporated in 1927 under New York laws
and is said to have taken over the assets and business of
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what had previously been known as the Sun-Cure Sanatorium, also a New York corporation. The officers of the
East Aurora Sun and Diet Sanatorium were said to be
Oliver Cabana, Jr., president; Thomas Healy, vice-president; Fred D. Morgan, secretary and managing director,
and Clara B. McCollum, treasurer. Mr. Cabana seems to
be the chief owner of the Sun and Diet Sanatorium, although
apparently his main business is that of president and treasurer of the Liquid Veneer Corporation of Buffalo. He is
also said to be connected with one of the Buffalo banks.
The files of the Bureau of Investigation contain some advertising matter put out some ten years ago by the Kemozone Laboratories, Inc., of Buffalo, N. Y. Kem-O-Zone
was described as "The Aristocrat of Antiseptics." According to the letterhead at the time, the president and treasurer
of Kemozone Laboratories, Inc., was Oliver Cabana, Jr.
Mr. Thomas Healy, vice-president of the Sun-Diet Sanatorium, and Mr. Morgan and Clara B. McCollum, secretary and treasurer, respectively, of the Sanatorium, are all
said to be connected with the Liquid Veneer Corporation.

In the dedication of Health via Food to "Dr."
Cabana, Dr. Hay calls him "one of Nature's noblemen" and says that he is "attempting to educate the
ailing public to a realization that health cannot be
bought with money, neither can it be fully bequeathed,
but must be earned by so living that the body will no
longer manufacture and store the vast quantities of
acid waste that result from wrong selection and combination of the daily foods."
He closes "May his tribe increase and his shadow
never grow less."
But if mv advices are correct, there seems to have
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been a rift in the lute, "Dr." Cabana and Dr. Hay are
no longer benefiting the public from the same place:
August, 1932, a Pennsylvania paper reported that Dr.
William Howard Hay and some hotel men had purchased
the Mount Pleasant House at Mount Pocono and would
open it under the name "Pocono Hay-ven." It was further
stated that a Mr. A. E. Stutzman, who had been associated
with Dr. Hay for the past six years, would be connected
with him in this new venture. Austin E. Stutzman a year
or two ago was the business manager of the East Aurora
Sun and Diet Sanatorium, of which William Howard Hay
was medical director and Oliver Cabana, Jr., president.
The Wilkes-Barre (Pa.) Times-Leader for Dec. 23, 1932,
reported that William Howard Hay, for the second time in
two weeks, had been named defendant in the Federal civil
court at Scranton in an action that was filed by the SunDiet Sanatorium, Inc., of East Aurora, N. Y. It went on to
state that, in the first suit started two weeks previously by
the Sun-Diet Health Service, Dr. Hay was charged with
breaking his contract and an injunction had been asked
against his activities at Mount Pocono. The later suit against
Dr. Hay and eight co-defendants asked $200,000 and sought
to restrain them from using the methods of the East Aurora concern.8

This kind of background, whether the recorded
facts be true or not, is the typical milieu of the food
faddists—a practical commercial man, shifting from
one idea and job to another, with no critical physiologic sense, willing to take up any doctrine so long
as it is plausible and sensational and "there's money
in it."
8

Journal of the American Medical Association, loc. cit.
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In Health via Food all the old catches of the food
faddists are to be found. First the Great Promise,
delivery from disease: "It is my sincere conviction,
and I say it to you in all seriousness, that not only is
a common cold entirely unnecessary and easily
guarded against and prevented, but that cancer, diabetes, tuberculosis, Bright's disease, heart failure,
arteriosclerosis, apoplexy, asthma, rheumatism, arthritis, neuritis and that terribly prevalent disease,
pneumonia, as well as all other diseases, are also entirely unnecessary and are strictly within one's control to prevent if we will only make the effort."
But where is the culprit? None other than FOOD.
Man succumbs to all these things because he has forgotten the true function of food, and has made of his
body a hindrance to his enjoyment of life.
Because we don't know how to diet, toxins accumulate and cause disease. So first we have to eliminate.
That sounds familiar. It is the basis of about all the
treatments for anything. The proof, according to
Dr. Hay, that this is the correct plan is simply that
the people who have tried it, in spite of the fact that
they have tried nearly every other method of treatment, respond.
"Cases of chronic disease of deep type"—whatever
that is, it is too deep for me—"regenerate," not "occasionally" mind you, not just occasionally, but "as
a rule"—that is, when the elimination is all fixed up.
The toxins are, as usual, those from constipation
and acidosis: "Sir William Arbuthnot Lane, one of the
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really great surgeons of the world and of all time,
said, 'After all, there is but one disease—deficient
drainage.'"
Just one thing. Behind all the different names that
the medical profession has given these things—names
that Sir William Arbuthnot Lane understands, mind
you—and sees through them and sees they are just
one thing—deficient drainage.
And there you have the first stage—acidosis, toxemia, "acid auto-toxicosis, whatever you wish to call
it," no matter what you call it, it is "only the same
thing—acid end-products of digestion."
Then, if it's just toxins, how do we go about overcoming the toxins? Well, it should be simple by now.
Don't create them. Eat Nature's foods the way Nature intended us to eat them. Don't combine them
so that they will be incompatible. If the incompatibilities are removed, this is a sufficient guarantee
against toxin formation "and will insure long life in
splendid working efficiency."
But the crux of the plan is that the proteins should
not be eaten at the same time as the carbohydrates.
(Fats do not make any difference. We might as well
not eat fats.) The reason carbohydrates should not be
eaten with the proteins is that carbohydrates are digested in those parts of the body which have an alkaline reaction—the mouth with salivary digestion and
the small intestine with pancreatic digestion. But
the proteins are digested in the stomach in an acid
medium. Health via Food goes on to say:
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So as to avoid this incompatibility we must separate the
proteins and carbohydrates at every meal, which we can do
very easily by taking them at separate meals, as the starchy
things at noon and the protein at night.
When eating meats, eggs, fish or cheese, it must be kept
in mind that these produce in the stomach, as the first
necessary step toward their later digestion in the intestine,
hydrochloric acid; and it is easy to remember that this
permits of the use of no carbohydrate foods whatever at
this meal, no breads or potatoes or cereals or starches of
any kind, as these carbohydrate forms of food will not
digest in anything but an alkaline medium. A mixture of
these cannot possibly be admitted therefore into a normal
diet, so these must always be put on the taboo list as neighbors in normal diet.

If this is done all will be well.
Not, you understand, says Dr. Hay, that this comes
from any mistake on Nature's part. Oh! no, it comes
from our false way of living. Just get into harmony
and in the right way of living and all will be well.
It pays:
One business man in Buffalo doubled his income in three
months after he learned how to eat. His income depended
on just how he handled his office force every day, and as he
was tired and his head was confused, he handled them very
poorly, so his income was not what it should have been.

There, you see, they are—all the old bogies and
shibboleths of dietetic superstition—old man constipation, old man acidosis, old man toxemia. Good
old Nature's foods, with just the new little quip—
separate the protein from the starches.
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Is there anything in it? Well, let us examine the
doctrine in the light of experience. In the first
place, it is almost impossible to obtain any foods as
found in the market that are pure carbohydrate or
pure protein. Look at the common foods we analyzed
in Chapter VIII, egg white is about the only pure protein. Meats all contain fats and are inseparable from
them. Milk has protein and carbohydrate. Vegetables, bread and fruits all have protein as well as
carbohydrate. If Nature intended, as Dr. Hay is so
fond of saying, anything, she must have intended us
to eat proteins and carbohydrates mixed.
Next, while it is quite true that protein is digested
in the acid juice of the stomach and starch isn't, it is
not true that proteins alone call out the hydrochloric
acid of the stomach. It is there all the time, and carbohydrate food must soak up some acid before it gets
out into the alkaline intestine. Nor is there any evidence that the amylopsin of the pancreas fails to digest
it in this condition. And, furthermore, protein does
not require an acid medium exclusively for digestion
because the most powerful protein digestive ferment
is trypsin from the pancreas which works in an alkaline medium.
But these are mere speculations. Perhaps in spite
of our logic the theory may be right. That has happened before in scientific controversy. Why not put
it to the proof of experiment? All right, that, too,
has been done. Dr. Martin E. Rehfuss of Philadelphia, Clinical Professor of Medicine in Jefferson
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Medical College, harassed by all the people who asked
him about the incompatibility of proteins and
starches, decided to take the trouble to find out by
actual trial. He was splendidly equipped for the
task because he and Dr. P. B. Hawk of Philadelphia
had worked for six years to make the first complete
studies of digestion on the untraumatized stomach.
From his report, I quote the following excerpts:
Man is an omnivorous animal. He subsists equally well
on the high protein dietary of the arctics, the high carbohydrate regimen of the tropics and the most extraordinary
food combinations of the temperate zones. . . .
A fact that has apparently escaped the proponents of the
carbohydrate-alkaline theory is that no carbohydrates are
ingested which are not followed by a direct acid response
on the part of the stomach; in other words, the normal
digestion of carbohydrates is attended by the maceration of
the carbohydrate in an acid medium before it is available
for further digestion in the bowel. . . .
There is evidence to show that even in the diseased individuals of markedly different types there is no incompatibility between protein and carbohydrate digestion.
In fifty individuals suffering from various chronic diseases 100 Gm. of hamburger steak was digested in a little
more than three hours and fifty-one minutes. One hundred
grams of hamburger steak with 100 Gm. of mashed potatoes
showed an average general evacuation time of three hours
and fifty-four minutes; in forty-three of these persons a
meal of 100 Gm. of hamburger steak, 100 Gm. of potatoes
and 40 Gm. of butter showed a general evacuation time of
four hours and two minutes. . . .
There is no evidence either in the literature or in my
investigation to lead me to believe that proteins and carbo-
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hydrates are incompatible in the stomach. The danger of
such teaching based on a lack of scientific evidence is manifest, and while it may be true that many individuals overeat and are presumably better by a reduction of carbohydrates, the unqualified acceptance of such a teaching can
lead to the occurrence of serious malnutrition as well as to
a lighting of tuberculosis and old infections. . . .8

Vegetarianism
We come at last to a special mode of dieting which
has lasted so long, has gained so many distinguished
adherents of the rank of Mr. George Bernard Shaw,
that it must be confessed it has raised itself from
the rank of a fad to that of a creed.
There is, of course, as in the case of so many creeds,
a great deal to be said for eating vegetables. It is
unquestionably a wholesome and healthy diet and it
appeals on the aesthetic side. No one knows that
better than I do: there are times when, like the hero
of Patience, I yearn in an almost sexual way for asparagus, and as for tomatoes—well! a really ripe,
round, red, peeled—a tomato who has been plucked
from sin—that moves me to unutterable delight. But
every once in a while in the midst of a vegetable diet,
I do find myself yearning for a bit of sole, or perhaps
a cold chicken wing, or a not-too-well-done hamburger.
But when you get down to cases it is a little difficult to examine the doctrines of vegetarianism, be9
Ibid. (Nov. 24, 1934).
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cause it is not a unified creed. When I was a young
man studying medicine in Edinburgh, my landlady,
the relict of a Presbyterian minister, advised me to
attend the Presbyterian church. But, although I was
anxious to comply with her requests because she
made excellent shortbread, I was somewhat confused
when I attempted to carry them out. There was a
Kirk of Scotland, and a Free Kirk of Scotland, and
a United Kirk of Scotland, and the United Free Kirk
of Scotland, and the Reformed Kirk of Scotland.
It is so with vegetarianism—it makes strange bedfellows—garden beds, I presume.
G.B.S., for instance, is one kind of a vegetarian.
In divine philosophy, he has renounced God and all
the Gods—this is no secret: read his works—he has
based his whole life on cool reason: and cool reason
tells him to eat nothing but vegetables. He is a Rationalistic Vegetarian.
But there is a shade of difference in some of the
others. They have not renounced God. Not by a
darn sight. They, in fact, have based their entire
scheme of life—which means eating vegetables—on
the idea that God doesn't want us to eat our fellow
animals and so, to obey God and spite themselves, they
stick to vegetables.
You see, the two are entirely different. Shaw's
reasons are physiologic: the others are theologic.
And there are yet other differences. There are those
who believe in eating vegetables and nuts alone, and
there are those who believe that meat—the flesh of
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animals—is to be avoided: they take their animal
protein in the form of milk and eggs.
The basic tenets of vegetarianism are quite sound.
They maintain that all the essential ingredients of a
wholesome diet are contained in vegetable foods, that
a liberal allowance of nutritious food can be obtained
at a comparatively low cost. All that is true. They
also contend that there is less danger of disease than
on a flesh diet. And that is debatable.
And debate is one of the essential features of their
doctrine. They are among the most belligerent people
who ever embraced an idea. Who would suppose that
mild and placid tomatoes and beans would make
people so cantankerous?
And really I don't know who they find to quarrel
with. To the best of my knowledge there have been
only three people who ever did live on the face of this
earth who stood up for meat. One was the Mr. Salisbury whose tombstone is the steak: and about him I
have never been able to find out anything. One is
the Arctic explorer, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, and one
is myself. My effort was a humble little essay published in a magazine with a somewhat limited circulation, but did I hear from it? Letters, protests,
votes of condemnation, samples of the writings of
members of vegetarian colonies (and apparently
every one who ever was a vegetarian has had to unbosom himself in print), catalogues of vegetarian
schools, with pictures of the healthy scholars, and so
on, and so on.
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What I said in those far days, however, is what I
still say and believe. First, that it is not true that man
is designed by Nature to be a vegetarian. Herbivorous animals are fitted with very special digestive
tracts—the stomach is always pouched, sometimes
very elaborately; man's stomach is simple. The intestines of an herbivorous animal are very long because vegetable food is not concentrated and requires
a great deal of moiling around in order to obtain
sufficient absorption. The intestines of a rabbit are
sixteen times as long as its body: a man's is three
times as long. At the junction of the small and large
intestines, where man has a small useless nubbin of a
vermiform appendix, the herbivore has an enormous
blind gut. Man, so far as the structure of the digestive tract is concerned, is more like the dog than
the cow.
Then, while no one denies that it is possible for an
adult to live on vegetable protein, it is not the most
sensible way to get it. The essential amino-acids (see
page 42) are more likely to be in animal protein
food, and animal protein is certainly quickly and completely digested and absorbed into the body—and this
includes meat.
I emphasized adults living on a vegetable diet.
Because no human being ever lived from the cradle
to the grave exclusively on vegetable protein. You
can only become a vegetarian when you cut your teeth.
As to the effect of meat on health, there is no conclusive evidence that animal proteins ingested through
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life have any injurious effect on the body or decrease
longevity. Experiments have been conducted showing that rabbits fed on an exclusively protein diet
develop degenerative plaques on the aorta, and kidney
changes. But rabbits are not men and besides rabbits
are notoriously subject to these atheromatous plaques.
As to the effect of a meat diet on man we have
actual experimental evidence. Mr. Vilhjalmur Stefansson, well known as an Arctic geographer:
. . . out of eleven and one-half years in the Polar regions,
lived about nine years on a meat diet; that is, meat and
water. For at least six years of that time he lived entirely
without salt. The longest continuous period without food
other than meat, was about nine months.
At the present time, Mr. Stefansson is in excellent health,
working intensively. He travels a great deal. 10

His physical examination, after this long period
of meat eating, showed a normal heart, responding
normally to function tests. Normal lungs. No thickening of the arteries. Blood pressure, systolic 115,
diastolic 55. The urine showed no albumin, sugar
or casts. The blood was normal. During his meat
diet regime he was never constipated.
Critics of this record brought forward the suggestion that a meat diet in the Arctic climate was not calculated to produce the deleterious effects it would in
the Temperate Zone. So Mr. Stefansson practically
repeated the experiment, living for two years in the
Ibid. (July 3, 1926).
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climate of New York City on meat alone; he came
out of the experience in as perfect physical condition
as he went in.
The records of these experiments have been faithfully kept. They have been printed in a reliable
medical journal, one which is very particular to check
up on the trustworthiness of the articles it publishes.11
If the record of one man be deemed insufficient
there is the example of an entire race to contemplate.
Thomas says, "The Greenland Eskimo, on a carnivorous diet, exhibits no increased tendency to vascular
and renal disease." 12
Vegetarianism, as I see it then, as a way of life, is
perfectly healthy. But I see no reason why the vegetarian should try so hard to proselytize the rest of the
world. Most people like meat. To instil into their
hearts a fear that meat is harmful is unfair and
untrue, both cruel and unscientific.
11
Ibid.
" Ibid. (May 14, 1927).

CHAPTER XIII
T H E ECONOMICS OF FOOD

"How can I get the most food for my money?"
That is the good, hard, practical question that each
of us must face.
We have learned what a balanced diet is. How
can we secure that kind of a diet at a minimum cost?
What is the price of it?
And if we have a little more money than minimum,
how shall we spend the surplus so as to make the
extra diet as efficient as possible?
These questions have been answered and—so far
as I know, the answer is the only carefully prepared
one—by two workers in the United States Department
of Agriculture, Dr. Hazel K. Stiebeling and Medora
D. Ward. The circular is entitled Diets at Four
Levels of Nutritional Content and Cost.1
Four diet plans at four economic levels are distinguished as follows:
Plan I: Restricted diet for emergency use. The cost for
a moderately active man is $62 a year, $1.19 a week, $0,169
a day.
Plan II: Adequate diet at minimum cost. The cost for a
moderately active man is $86 a year, $1.66 a week, $0,236
a day.
Plan III: Adequate diet at moderate cost. The cost for a
1

U. S. Department of Agriculture Circular.
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moderately active man is $152 a year, $2.91 a week, $0,415
a day.
Plan IV: Liberal diet. The cost for a moderately active
man is $185 a year, $3.56 a week, $0,508 a day.

For families of four, the costs work out as follows.
Plan III is given in table form:
COST OF PLAN I I I PER PERSON

Father, moderately active
Mother, moderately active
Boy, 13 years old
Girl, 10 years old
Whole family

Year

Week

Day

$152
135
165
113

$2.91
2.60
3.16
2.16

$0,415
0.371
0.451
0.308

$565

$10.83

$1,545

COST OF PLANS I, II AND IV PER FAMILY

Plan
I
IV

II

Per Year
$245
335
667

Per Week

Per Day

$4.62
6.44
12.83

$0.67
0.92
1.83

The foodstuffs in these various plans are as follows,
with the daily allotment for each dollar spent:
PLAN I

Milk and cheese
Fruits and vegetables
Lean meat, fish, eggs
Bread, flour, cereals
Fats, sugars, accessories

$0.25 to $0.30
0.20 to 0.25
0.10
0.20
0.20

The Economics of Food
PLAN II

Milk and cheese
Fruits and vegetables
Lean meat, fish, eggs
Bread, flour, cereals
Fats, sugars, accessories

S0.30 to $0.35
0.20 to 0.25
0.15
0.15
0.15

PLAN ILL

PLAN IV

Milk, cheese, butter, c r e a m . . . $0.30
Fruits and vegetables
0.30
Lean meat, fish, eggs
0.25 to $0.30
Bread, flour, cereals, fats,
sugars, accessories
0.10 to 0.15
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TABLES OF WEIGHTS, MEASURES AND
EQUIVALENTS
TABLES OF W E I G H T S AND MEASURES

Metric Measures of Weight
1 milligram = one thousandth of a gram — 0.001 gm.
1 centigram = one hundredth of a gram — 0.01 gm.
1 gram
= 1. gram (the weight of one c.c. water at
4° C.)
1 kilogram — 1000 grams
Metric Fluid Measure
1 milliliter (1 cubic centimeter, 1 c.c.) = 0 . 0 0 1 cubic
decimeter.
1000 c.c. = 1 liter.
Apothecaries' Measurements of
20
3
8
12

grains
scruples
drams
ounces

=
=
=
=

1
1
1
1

Apothecaries'
60
8
16
2

minims
fluid drams
fluid ounces
pints

Weight

scruple
drachm (or dram)
ounce
pound
Fluid
=
=
=
=
196

1
1
1
1

Measure
fluid dram
fluid ounce
pint
quart

Tables of Weights and Measures
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Avoirdupois Measures of Weight
16 drams = 1 ounce
16 ounces = 1 pound
TABLE OF EQUIVALENTS

Apothecaries'

Fluid Measure

Metric

1 dram
1 ounce
1 pint

Measure

3.66 c.c.
29.5 c.c.
473.1 c.c.
Metric Measure

1 c.c. = 16.2 minims
1 liter = 2
pints and 1 dram
Metric Weight
Measure

A pothecaries'
Measure

Avoirdupois
Measure

1
28.3
31.1
1

15.43 grains
1
ounce

15.43 grains

gram
grams
grams
kilogram

2.67 lb.
HOUSEHOLD

1
1
1
1

dram
ounce
glass
drop

=
=
=
=

1
2
6
1

1
ounce
2.20 lb.

MEASURES

teaspoonful
tablespoonfuls
ounces
minim

BY WEIGHT, ON THE AVERAGE, LOOSELY
PACKED

VEGETABLES

1 ordinary cup
= 6 ounces
1 ordinary glass = 8 ounces
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